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Of  the  NATURE of  a  PENDULUM,  as 
primarily  implying  in  itÇelf;  and 
Çecondarily,  as  when,  according  to 
any  particular  Manner  [good  or 
bad] in  which  it    may  be  applied 
to the  Draught  of   the   Wheels   of 
a Clock,  &c.

S ÄrÌ,  or  rather  as  here at  the ÄrÌ, 
[viz.  as  without  the  taking  any 

Notice of the great or chief Matter, viz. of 
what  pertains  to  diÁerent  Vibrations,  or 
rather, as more  properly Çpeaking, of what 
Advantage pertains to, or accrues from the 
LargeneÇs of a Vibration] the bare Length of 
a  Pendulum  can  be  no  otherwiÇe  rightly 
conÉdered or eÌeemed, but as only to what 
it bears, or may [as according to the com-
mon Application] bear in Proportion to the 
Length of the Pallats, and as together with 
Çuch  improper  Powers  or  CircumÌances 
thereunto  belonging,  or  may,  as  farther 
thereunto belong; i. e. in other Words, [and 
as Ìill in the ÄrÌ Place] to the equivalent

A

B              DiÌance
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DiÌance from its Center of Motion, to where 
the Pallats, according to their ConÌruÀion, 
and as may, or will continually happen with 
their diÁerent States of the Oil, as in the 
common Way touch, or are applied to the 
Wheel ; nay, Çometimes Çome Men, as being 
quite  ignorant  in  what  I  am  about  to 
Èew  or  Çpeak  of,  and  as  when  they  are 
about to do Çomething very extraordinary as 
they imagine, do render the Matter as Ìill 
worÇe than Ço, yea even by far ;  whenas the 
which, as my good Friend Mr. Graham or-
dered the  Matter,  [viz.  in  what  are  now 
called AÌonomical Clocks, notwithÌanding 
their being but Ìill, as an uncertain Sort of 
Regulators, or defeÀive Time-keepers] the 
Pendulum, as with reÇpeÀ to the Length of 
the Pallats, and as here in the ÄrÌ Place to 
be notiÄed, being no more than as  about 
14 Ñò to 1, Ço the which in EËeÀ is no bet-
ter, or can in Power [as even in this Point 
the Length] be no better, than as a long Pen-
dulum rendered a Èort one. And whenas 
farther, it is withal to be obÇerved, viz. as 
according to Mr. Graham‘s Method [and 
as even already in Çome MeaÇure intimated] 
that, as in the Time in which his Pendulum-
Wheel is aÀing, Ço as whereby to maintain 
the Motion, or as here, to the PurpoÇe more 
properly Çpeaking, the poor little, or feeble 
Motion of his Pendulum, that I Çay, as the 
Çame is Ço to be let, viz. through or from 
the great Êoping of the Pallats or Manner

of
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of  Çcaping,  Ço as  to  jam,  wedge,  puÈ or 
preÇs  forward,  viz.  with  a  much  quicker 
Motion, nay, as thence to be ÇuÁered even 
to paÇs through twice Ço much Space, as, in 
during that Space of Time the Pallats, or 
each Pallat has to recede or move from it, 
[viz. from the Wheel, or as in Perpendicu-
lars thereto] and as when the Çame [or as 
notwithÌanding the Çame] muÌ, as more-
over be in EÁeÀ, as Ìill a great Èortening 
or DiÇadvantage to the Power or Regulation 
of the Pendulum; for,  upon a right Con-
Çideration, as when taken in with the other, 
[ viz. with the Length of the Pallats, or the 
DiÌance of their AÀion from their reÇpeÀive 
Center, or that of the Pendulum‘s SuÇpenÉon] 
the Pendulum muÌ, as thence in the whole, 
be rendered a very Èort one indeed, yea, 
Ço Èort [as with reÇpeÀ to the Çame Con-
ÌruÀion of the Pallats] as hardly to be eÌeemed 
Ço much as 10 to 1 ; nay, [from what has 
been Èewn] it cannot be Çaid to be amiÇs, if 
I Çay, but as 7 ÑÑô to 1 ; a very improper Pro-
ceeding Çure! * And that, as not only with 
regard to the inconÌant AÀion, Dominion,

B 2 or

   * And as here, by the by, a very bad Example for 
Church and Turret Clocks; for in them [in this DiÇpoÉ-
tion of  the  Pallats,  or  Dead-beat-way,  as  according to 
Mr. Graham] even the diÁerent Weight of the Rope, 
viz. Betwixt the Weight being up and almoÌ down, will 
greatly aÁeÀ the Vibrations of the Pendulum : as alÇo 
the Çame in the diÇcharging of the Ìriking part. Nay, 
Mr. Graham himÇelf did  not think it to be proper, that

one
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or Power of the Wheel or Wheels, by the 
Çaid Pallats to the Pendulum, but as more 
eÇpecially, or as rather on the other Hand, 
by or from the ill ConÇequence of Çuch an 
improper  ConÌruÀion  of  Pallats,  viz.  as 
with Regard to their  communicating the 
natural Stability or Regularity of the Pendu-
lum  to the Clock; i. e. in the whole as in 
other Words, and as without any ProviÇion 
to the contrary, viz. Ço as that no Çuch Un-
certainty as might ever happen, and as in 
the ÄrÌ or chief Place from the Çaid Pallats 
themÇelves, or the Oil upon them, and that 
as at their vaÌ Length from the Center of 
Motion of the Pendulum as above; neither, 
as  Çecondly,  from  any  DiÁerence  in  the 
Draught of the Wheels of the Clock, as from 
the Çaid Oil at their Pevets, nor as elÇewhere, 
or otherwiÇe to be occaÉoned, and as to be 
by Çuch the Çame Pallats  conveyed to,  or 
impreËed upon the Pendulum, Èould ever 
be able to prevent or aÁeÀ the Regularity of 
the Çame ; whenas there is nothing at all 
towards theÇe in the Matter ! But only as it 
were,  on the contrary, the bad EÁeÀs or

EmbarraËment

one of his Clocks Èould Ço much as have a Day of the 
Month to  Èift,  [and well  he  might not]   whenas, 
to  a  right  Application  of  the  Pendulum,  [and  in  Çup-
oÉng, as in common, all the Wheels concerned] that 
muÌ be as nothing, was it to go harder than what it 
needs to do; and as with regard to Church and Turret 
Clocks, there is Room for great Improvement, viz. 
as in CompariÇon to what is hitherto done.
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EmbarraËment  [and  in  a  bad  Manner]  of 
more or leÇs uncertain FriÀion ! Or of Çuch 
DiÁerences as may or will continually happen 
therein! viz. Çuch as muÌ the moÌ eÇpecially 
have a bad InÅuence upon Çmall Vibrations, 
as being Ço nonÇenÉcally coincident in the 
Pallats,  as  at  Ço  remote,  or  as  even  at  Ço 
rudely remote a DiÌance from the Center of 
motion of the Pendulum! But as notwith-
Ìanding,  the  learned  Part  of  the  World 
[through  Mr.  Graham]  is  become  Ço  Ìu-
pidly conÄdent in the NonÇenÇe, as hardly 
to  be  perÇuaded that  any  Thing  elÇe  can 
even  be  better  ;  they  indeed,  [viz.  the 
Public] not having as yet [as I  have] any 
Experience to the contrary;  nor hitherto 
has right Steps been taken ever for them to 
have it; but that they might Ìill keep in 
the Dark, or at leaÌ in a MiÌ as they have 
done; whenas it has ever been ÇurpriÉng 
to me, how Çuch Stupidity could take Place, 
and Çpread itÇelf in the World ; for the ÄrÌ 
Time I Çaw Mr. Graham, and he Èewed it 
me, I thought, that either he muÌ be out of 
his  SenÇes,  or  I  muÌ  be  Ço!  Now,  as 
touching the Matter, or ÄrÌ Matter in mine, 
viz.  the Length of  the Pendulum, as  with 
reÇpeÀ to the DiÌance from its Center of 
Motion, to where the Force of the Wheel is 
applied, is about in Proportion as 100 to 1, 
and as without any Çuch wedge-like thruÌ-
ing as Çpoken of above, and as withal with 
no diÁerent ClammineÇs of  Oil,  there not

B 3                             being
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being, from the ConÌruÀion and Material 
of my Pallats, any Oil required, but as on 
the other Hand, and as implying, at a Çmall 
DiÌance from the Center of Motion of the 
Pendulum, and that beÉdes Çuch other Vir-
tue or Virtues as below, the FriÀion at the 
Çaid Pallats to be Ço far diminiÈed by the 
Contrivance,  as  not  to come to the 100ed. 

Part of what is in the common Way, no, not 
when in that Way [as meaning the Çame in 
Mr. Graham‘s Way] the Oil is in its  greateÌ 
State of Fluidity ; but, indeed as with reÇpeÀ 
to this latter Article, viz. the very Çmall Quan-
tity of FriÀion at the Pallats, it in itÇelf may 
be eÌeemed, as with reÇpeÀ to the Length of 
the Pendulum, to where its EÁeÀ is from 
the Center of Motion of the Pendulum, to 
be as about 44 to 1,  but Ìill,  as  whence 
from its SmallneÇs, as juÌ above Çpoken of, 
it muÌ be rendered Ço as to become in EÁeÀ 
even as quite inÇenÉble, immaterial or no-
thing,  nay,  as  not  in  the  whole,  when 
rightly conÉdered, to be worth any notify-
ing at all ; and withal, as the Pevets of the 
Arbor of the Pallats and Crouch are made of 
BraÇs, and are only as Edges of a very acute 
Angle, and move in poliÈed Notches cut in 
GlaÇs, Ço the FriÀion there muÌ alÇo be in-
ÇenÉble  ;  for,  if  for  an  Example  in  this 
Point, the Çaid Crouch [or Communicator of 
the Force of the Wheel, by the Pallats to the 
Pendulum, and as for this Experiment, with-
out the Pendulum upon a Table] be Çet to

vibrate
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vibrate only Ço far, as not to cauÇe the Pallats 
to touch or be concerned with the Wheel, 
it  will  be 10 Minutes before it  comes to 
reÌ, the which the Air [at the Rate it will 
vibrate  with  its  Returns,  and  Ço  light  a 
Matter] may be ÇuppoÇed ÇuÂcient in that 
Space of Time to occaÉon. But it is alledged, 
in Mr. Graham‘s CaÇe, [viz. in the Wheel‘s 
aÀing  upon  the  Pendulum]  at  Ço  far  a 
DiÌance from the Center of Motion of the 
Pendulum] that a much leÇs Force, or a very 
Çmall Force from the Wheel, will keep the 
Pendulum in Motion ; an idle Way, indeed, 
to conÉder the Thing ! Çince [ and even as 
already implied] it is not properly [or Én-
gularly] Force from the Wheel that can oc-
caÉon a Variation in the Motion of the Pen-
dulum, for the bigger the Force the Wheel 
can well or rightly be permitted to have, 
the more conÌant or certain that Force will 
be to itÇelf ; Ço from the Point in Hand, or 
from Ço far as belongs to it, * any Variation 
in the MenÇuration of Time, muÌ, as above, 
be from the diÁerent States of the Oil, and 
as chieÅy at the Pallats, viz. as with regard 
to the SmallneÇs of the Force from the Wheel

[Çince

  *  A Ärm SuÇpenÉon of the Pendulum to be, as in the 
ÄrÌ Place, made  Çure of, viz. from a Ärm Wall, as not 
having, or to have any Dependance from the Clock, the 
Clock-CaÇe, or any WainÇcot ; for as without that, and 
as  hitherto in common, all  muÌ be no better  than 
Chance,  as  with reÇpeÀ to any true Performance of  a 
clock.
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[Énce DiÁerences therein will be the greater 
in  Proportion]  and  as  when  the  Çame  is 
withal  to  be  taken  or  conÉdered  at  the 
GreatneÇs of the DiÌance from the Center of 
Motion of the Pendulum, to where it is 
[as  with Çuch DiÁerences] applied by the 
Pallats  thereto,  and  as  Ìill  together  with 
the coherent, or rather coincident SmallneÇs, 
WeakneÇs, or FeebleneÇs in the Vibration, 
there muÌ, I Çay, Variations ariÇe from the 
whole ; for, as farther, was it to be better 
for a Çmall Force from the Wheel to maintain 
the Motion of the Pendulum, it would then 
be the beÌ for the Wheel to aÀ at Çuch a 
Length of Pallats as to be equivalent to that 
of the Pendulum, for then [and as withal to 
be with or for Çuch an inÉgniÄcant Vibra-
tion, as could but hardly be Çaid to be a Vi-
bration, but Ìill Çuch as muÌ be coincident 
in the Matter] a very minutely Force would 
do; but I pray, to what PurpoÇe? for where 
would then be the Property or Power of a 
Pendulum at all, viz. as with Regard to Çuch 
InÌability as muÌ or would attend Çuch a 
Force, [could, as moÌ unreaÇonably, the Çame 
be always ÇuppoÇed to exiÌ] and as even in 
ÇuppoÉng the Bob to be immenÇely heavy ? 
[And yet to this Mr. Graham‘s ProduÀ is 
pretty much a-kin, or at leaÌ bears thereunto 
too great a Proportion!] And as therefore 
from whence, as by Way of Corollary, and as 
a Tenor to be extended to all that can be 
Çaid of  this  Point  in general,  that though

the
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the Pendulum Wheel‘s paËing by any Means, 
as [if you pleaÇe] in unregarded Proporton, 
or as in any Proportion though too much 
Space in a Second, [or Piece of a Second] and 
the Pendulum through too little,  [viz.  in 
each of its Swings] muÌ give the Wheel and 
Pallats,  with what  may attend them, too 
much MaÌerÈip over, or bad EÁeÀ upon 
the Pendulum ; inÇomuch, that the diÁerent 
States of the Oil, and as chieÅy at the Pal-
lats, and as together, and as partly thereby 
occaÉoned from the diÁerent States of the 
Air, both muÌ and will occaÉon conÉderable 
Variations in the Motion of the Clock; for 
as when from either of theÇe, or any CauÇe 
whatever, FriÀion at the Pallats is increaÇed, 
a Touch of freÈ Oil thereunto applied, [viz. 
at one or two of the Teeth of the Pendulum-
Wheel] I mean, whether in Mr. Graham‘s 
way, as now very commom, or whether in 
the other, as yet, or Ìill the more common, 
will occaÉon a diÁerent Motion of the Pen-
dulum;  but  as  in  Mr.  Graham‘s  Way, 
through the very great or improper Êoping, 
or as it were wedge-like thruÌing, or jam-
ming Scapement of the Pallats, viz. Ço as 
whereby to ÇuÁer the Wheel to move or paÇs 
much faÌer forward, than each Pallat as at 
right Angles has to recede from it, and at Ço 
great a DiÌance from the Center of Motion 
of the Pendulum, and as together with the 
coherent WeakneÇs or FeebleneÇs of the Mo-
tion thereof, and that as through the Small-

neÇs
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neÇs of its Vibration or Arch it deÇcribes, 
[O Äe!] and as moÌ eÇpecially Ço, when the 
Clock or its Oil grows foul, the Touch of Oil 
(as  here  above  mentioned)  will  occaÉon 
the Pendulum to fetch a greater Arch, and 
the Clock thereby to go the faÌer, [O Ée, 
I Çay !] as was (according to my ReaÇon for 
the Matter)  occaÉonally  experienced and 
teÌiÄed by Dr. Bradley, for from which he 
found [as at the JunÀure, SeaÇon, or as upon 
the occaÉon he did it] a Variation or Alter-
ation in its Motion of about 2 Seconds a Day 
faÌer; and had the Pevets  of  the Wheels 
been alÇo (as at the Çame Time) touched with 
Oil, it would doubtleÇs then have gone faÌer 
Ìill; * whenas the Çame Touch or Touches 
of Oil, as upon OccaÉon applied to the other 
Way, viz. where the Vibrations are larger,

will

   * Now it is to be notiÉed, that as Mr. Graham had 
not the Redoublings of his BraÇs and Steel Wires [viz.  
as in my Invention of the Compound Pendulum] Ço long 
by a good deal, no, not even by 2 Inches or more, than as 
what I had found to be required therein, [for, as other-
wiÇe, my Clock would go too Êow in  Summer] whence it 
muÌ be plain, or as a Proof to the Matter, that from 
the extravagant Length of Pallats he uÇed, viz. as aÀing 
upon the Pendulum at Ço great a DiÌance from the Cen-
ter of Motion of the Pendulum, and as together with 
their  powerful  Êoping,  puÈing,  jamming or wedging; 
and  when,  as  farther,  in  or  for  Çuch  little  or  feeble 
Vibrations thereof, as thence to be deÇcribed, muÌ have, 
as  generally  Çpeaking  when  warm,  a  greater  Power 
through GlibneÇs, to haÌen Çuch the Çaid feeble or Çmall 
Vibrations of the Pendulum, [the Pendulum being then, 
had Matters been right,  as here above to be underÌood,

too
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will  (as  above)  make  the  Pendulum  to 
fetch the farther, but the Clock thereby to 
go the Êower, the which muÌ be, nay, is 
in this Point the better, becauÇe as here [or 
as in this latter CaÇe] it is according to the 
Nature of the Pendulum, whenas it is plain, 
that as in the other, it proves the Contrivance 
to be even as quite contradiÀory to it, meer 
Corruption !  yea,  as  notwithÌanding any 
Çuch MaËineÇs as may or ever can be in the 
Bob, viz. as with reÇpeÀ to the Force that is 
to maintain its Motion ! * conÇequently, was 
there no other Matter or Matters in the Af-
fair but this, whenas, to come to the Truth, 
or to a continuing Truth, there are other 
Things beÉdes this, and they of very great

Moment;

too long] than as when from that, their proper Prin-
ciple, to be attended with ClammineÇs when cold [I Çay 
this muÌ be the CaÇe, as generally  Çpeaking] and to 
which the ReÇult of Dr. Bradley‘s touching his Pendu-
lum-Wheel with Oil, agrees exaÀly well; it being to be 
underÌood, viz. from what is here above as ÄrÌ advanced 
in this Note, that the Èorter the Redoublings of the 
Wires, the longer the Pendulum when warm.

   * And upon this Head it may, or is to be notiÄed, 
that  Çome have  Çpoke of  how long a Pendulum will 
vibrate when exempt from the Wheels of  a Clock, as 
taking no Notice of how long it will vibrate when at a 
Clock, and as when Çet at Ço low a Vibration, as not to 
ÇuÁer the Pallats to interchange, but as when the Force 
or AÀion of the Pendulum-Wheel is to lean againÌ one 
of the Pallats, or long Pallats, for during the Time of 
that Experiment; neither any Notice of the moÌ chief, 
viz. of the DiÁerence there will be (in that CaÇe) be-
twixt when the Pallats and Wheel are clean and new 
oiled, to what there will be when foul.
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Moment; but I Çay, as in ConÇequence to the 
Matter here, and as with the Pallats Èorter 
and the Wheel with a Draught Çuitably big-
ger, a ProperneÇs, viz. as when, as thence 
from Experience in the LargeneÇs of the Pen-
dulum‘s Vibrations, and as with a proper re-
coiling of the Wheel inÌead of lying dead 
ought to have been acquired, and not to 
have let or occaÉoned Ço many Things to be 
made as  upon Ço very improper,  or  as  it 
were  degenerated  Principle;  *  but  Ìill, 
though it  might  have come pretty much 
nearer,  as  according  to  what  I  have  il-
luÌrated, viz. as thence nearer to the Truth

in

   * Now it is, or muÌ be very proper, that this Èould  
be put into Writing, leÌ at any Time, or as Ìill hereafter, 
even Ço much as 2 Seconds a Day, as in Mr. Graham‘s 
Clocks, at diÌant Times may or will Çometimes, or rather 
often times happen, from natural CauÇes, [viz. as in Çup-
poÉng the Nut of the Pendulum Screw to be let to remain un-
touched, or unhitched, after it is once ÇuppoÇed, or the Clock  
ÇuppoÇed, or taken to be truly adjuÌed] I  Çay  it  muÌ  be 
proper, leÌ Çuch a Matter Èould never be thought to be 
rightly accounted for, as here above I am very Çure it is; 
but had he, and as even with the Çame prepoÌerous 
Length of Pallats he uÇed, Ço ordered the Matter, as that 
the Êoping of the Çaid Pallats, viz. as in the Manner he 
did it, [and as intimated, at Çuch an enormous, extra-
vagant,  or  unreaÇonable  DiÌance  from  the  Center  of 
Motion of the Pendulum] was not to have been ÇuÁered 
to begin its AÀion upon the Pendulum (viz. as from the 
Wheel) till Çome Time after, or paÌ the Middle of each 
Vibration, viz. Ço much after as perhaps about one 6th 
part of Çuch a Vibration, [or of Çuch his Çmall Vibration] 
or perhaps [as DiÁerences muÌ continually happen there-
in]  Çomewhat  more  or  leÇs,   but  as  beÌ to  have  been

acquired
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in general, yet Ìill, as I may make bold to 
Çay, that if any Oil be required at the Pal-
lats, [viz. in Çuch Pallats, CaÇe or CaÇes, as I 
am here Çpeaking of] it will but hardly let

the

acquired from Experience, viz. Ço far as that might have 
been able to do it, as not meaning as thence, or from its 
Nature, ever in anywiÇe to have been done to PerfeÀion, 
and as when meaning withal, the Pendulum to be Ärm-
ly ÇuÇpended with BraÇs or Iron from the Wall ; for, as 
without which, it could but be as a very Èort or deÄ-
cient ProgreÇs; but as then, viz. as from a more proper 
Beginning of the AÀion of the Pallats upon the Pendu-
lum, the CaÇe as much for the better might have been 
diÁerent, and that, as not only with ReÇpeÀ to the Touch 
of Oil at the Pallats, [or, as above, Pendulum-Wheel] 
but as alÇo with ReÇpeÀ to a diÁerent Force from the 
Wheels ; for here I muÌ let it be underÌood, that the 
later any Help or Force in any Vibration is given, [viz. 
for the Maintenances thereof] the longer Time it will 
take up in its being performed ; and as thence withal, 
[or as in ConÇequence] the greater that Force [or rather 
Pop, as I may here, viz. as in Mr. Graham‘s CaÇe, term 
it] the longer each Vibration will, or would as thence 
Ìill  be, viz. as jointly by or from its LateneÇs,  or,  as 
mathematically Çpeaking, the more Time each muÌ as 
Ìill take up in its being performed; conÇequently Glib-
neÇs here might not occaÉon the Clock to go faÌer, but 
might as eaÉly make it go Êower, the Matter [as under 
Çuch  CircumÌances  as  above  Èewn]  not  being  as  a 
Thing exaÀly to be nicked : but here as withal, this 
muÌ be with ÇuppoÉng the Contrivance to admit of Çuch 
LateneÇs of the Pop, whenas it could not well do that, 
becauÇe of Çuch Length of WeakneÇs that would as thence 
be required as the Ends or Exremities of the Teeth of the 
Pendulum Wheel ; no, neither would that be all, but 
that the Clock would as thence, viz. from the LateneÇs 
of the Pop, and as with the LittleneÇs of the Vibration, 
and InÌability of the Force or Draught of the Pendulum-
Wheel, viz. as from its SmallneÇs, be Çooner in Danger of

Ìanding;
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the Clock to go, as ÌriÀly Çpeaking, two 
Days alike, viz. as when the State of the 
Weather is pretty much varying ; nay, nei-
ther as in Mr. Graham‘s Way, nor as in the

other

Ìanding; therefore, in the whole, a very deÄcient Pro-
ceeding; and one would even wonder, that among all 
our Mathematicians and Geometricians, that any Thing 
material Èould, for Ço long a Time, or for any Length 
of Time, be pretended by it. I Çay, it Èould at leaÌ, 
as with regard to their Honour, to be taken as a Wonder 
that they have not as yet Çeen this, viz. the NonÇenÇe or 
Over-Éght in the Matter, and that as in the following 
Light, where even Dr. Bradley‘s Touch of Oil, as under 
the improper CircumÌances as above Èewn, [viz. of Ço 
a Çmall or feeble a Vibration, and as to be maintained by a 
Çudden, but as Ìill with reÇpeÀ to the Matter, by Çuch 
a powerful ImpulÇe or Pop, viz. as at Ço great a DiÌance 
from the Center of Motion of the Pendulum] has not as 
yet fairly unveiled to them the WeakneÇs of the Matter, 
muÌ (I Çay) be Èort indeed, viz. Ço as that inÌead of a 
lying dead, there ought (as in the improper CaÇe) to be, 
or to have been a little hooking, or as more properly 
Çpeaking, a little convexical Êanting or bowing in that 
Çame Part of the Pallats the other Way, in order [as in 
Çome MeaÇure] towards helping up the laÌ Part of each 
Vibration of the Pendulum, viz. in its AÇcents, and the 
Çame to hinder it in the Beginning of each of its De-
Çcents, [the Teeth of the wheel being Ço to be curved 
forward as to admit of that,—bad to execute] but from 
whence  in  the  whole,  (though  undiÇcovered  by  Çuch 
learned Men as above) the Clock to to have gone Çomewhat 
Êower, [but that to be, or to have been taken in, in the 
common adjuÌing] and not, as thence, faÌer by a Touch 
of Oil; but this indeed where, or as together with Ço 
much FriÀion or DiÁerence therein, as here above at-
tending, would be a very uncertain Matter, viz. in what 
Portion it might want to be done, or could be rightly 
done ; and the redoubling of the Wires [viz. the Pro-
viÉon for Heat and Cold] would require to be longer,

as
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other more common, even whether any Oil 
was required at  the Pallats  or not,  as  the 
Weather is variable, it or they would not 
continue as quite the Çame, viz. as with re-
ÇpeÀ to their aÀion upon the Pendulum, 
and  certainly  Mr.  Graham‘s  could  not  in 
that CaÇe have the Odds of the other, con-
Çequently the Wires, or the Compound of 
the Pendulum for Heat and Cold, never as 
thence to be truly adjuÌed, viz. as by or 
from any ProviÉon whatever thereto, and 
Ço,  as  even in ConÇequence  of  that,  [was 
there nothing elÇe]  never to be rightly Ät 
for AÌronomy. But as here to deÉÌ from 
treating  of  Çuch  Pallats  as  thoÇe,  viz.  as 
where Oil  muÌ be concered,  and not  as 
only Ço,  but  as  alÇo [as  hath been Èewn] 
from  Çuch  ImperfeÀions  as  otherwiÇe  at-
tending, [and as from Mr. Graham received 
in the World] it is to be underÌood as fol-
loweth,  viz.  That  in  my  Contrivance  or 
ConÌruÀion of the Pallats, no oiling [at the 
Çame] could ever occaÉon the Vibrations of 
the Pendulum to alter, but as on the other 
Hand, would occaÉon Çuch MiÇchief at the

Çaid

as alÇo the  Çame from the LateneÇs of the Pop, as here 
above, as may be gathered from what I have Èewn in 
the Note,  laÌ above. But now as  hence,  or  as from 
the aÂrmative SuppoÇals, [and that as the chief Matter 
aimed at] is  fairly Èewn the ImproperneÇs,  or rather 
the  ImpraÀiability,  of  a  Çmall  Vibration,  viz.  as  for 
any certain Good or Truth; as the Çame of which I 
have as otherwiÇe  Èewn, and  Èall as hereafter farther 
Èew.
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Çaid Pallats, as not to ÇuÁer them to inter-
change at all, conÇequently the Clock not to 
go at all ; but, as without that, they will 
as not only at all Times go, [viz. as in all 
SeaÇons] but that with Ço great a Freedom 
from FriÀion, as whence with Çuch their o-
ther Properties or QualiÄcations as of which 
hereafter, [and as being withal upon a far 
more proper Foundation, viz. as touching 
the whole Clock, than any heretofore] Ço 
that indeed a very great Truth, viz. as to leÇs 
than a Second in a Month, is as thence aÇ-
certained; and it  is  certain  that  my next 
Clock when ÄniÈed, properly Çet up, and 
duly adjuÌed will come to the Truth nearer 
Ìill. And now if this, or any Part of this, 
Èould be thought Ìrange, as touching my 
Friend Mr. Graham‘s Proceedings, then (as 
in Çome MeaÇure parallel thereto) I may ask 
the ReaÇon, why out of Ço many Hundreds 
of MuÉcians as there are, and have been in 
the World, [and Çome of them alÇo Mathe-
maticians] why, I Çay, that no one had ever 
as yet before diÇcovered the true or real Scale 
of MuÉc, or its Foundation ?  as of which 
hereafter; but towards the Matter, as they 
thought it to be, [or that it muÌ be] was 
always an AÀing in Çome MeaÇure contrary, 
and that as not to be taken in a Çmall Degree, 
contrary, I Çay, to the Nature of the Thing, 
viz.  in  tuning  the  Organ,  HarpÉchord, 
and Spinnet !   Nay, the great Mr. Handel 
had his Organ,   &c. Ço tuned !   But as not-

withÇtanding
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withÌanding,  if  it  Èould Ìill  be thought 
Ìrange as with reÇpeÀ to my worthy Friend 
Mr. Graham, I will here certify, and that 
was  it  upon Oath,  [as  according to  Lord 
Morton‘s Proceeding] that I neither have 
Çaid, nor Èall expreÇs, any Thing more than 
what; or as according to the Tenor of which 
I expreËed by Times to Mr. Graham him-
Çelf,  Face  to  Face,  as  I  may  Çay,  for  we 
reaÇoned the CaÇes, or upon the Principles, 
more than once; nay once,  and that in a 
very extraordinary Manner, was at the very 
ÄrÌ Time I Çaw him, and our reaÇoning, or 
as it were Çometimes debating, [but Ìill, as 
the main, underÌanding one another very 
well] then held from about Ten o‘Clock in 
the Forenoon,  ‘till about Eight at Night, 
the Time which Dinner took up included, 
for he invited me to Ìay to dine, &c. Now 
it  is  to  be  underÌood,  that  I  had  along 
with me (as aÁording the Principles upon 
which we reaÇoned) the DeÇcriptions, with 
Çome Drawings of the principle Parts of the 
Pendulum-Clock which I had made, and 
as alÇo of them of my then intended Time-
Keeper for the Longitude at Sea. But here 
it muÌ be highly worth remarking, that I 
at  ÄrÌ made Application to  Dr.  Halley, 
and as he had long been obÇerving for the 
Longitude by the Moon, and as then be-
coming  quite  tired  of  it,  or  thoroughly  Ça- 
tisÄed, as touching the ImpoËibility of its 
ever doing any certain Good, [but not then

C                                    Ço
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Ço to be let  known to me, but was after-
wards told it me by Mr. Graham] received 
me the better;  and in his  Änding what  I 
came about to be as principally touching a 
true  MenÇuration  of  Time,  viz.  for  that 
PurpoÇe  of  Longitude;  but  as  previous 
thereto, viz. as in his Änding my Dealings 
with the Pendulun for a true MenÇuration 
of Time, to be very much contrary to Mr. 
Graham‘s Thoughts of, or Proceedings in 
the Matter, adviÇed me therefore to go to 
Mr.  Graham,  but  that  Advice went  hard 
with me, for I thought as a Step very im-
proper to be taken; but he told me, that in 
the  Way which I was in, viz. as by Ma-
chinery  [for  the  Longitude]  more  than 
AÌronomy, that I Èould certainly be Çent 
to Mr. Graham, and therfore adviÇed me to 
go without any farther to do; certifying 
me alÇo, that Mr. Graham was a very honeÌ 
Man, and would do me no harm, viz. as by 
pirating any Thing from me, but that on 
the contrary, would certainly do me Good if 
it was in his Power; but withal, cautioned 
me how to begin with Mr. Graham, viz. 
Ço as in as few Words as poËible, to let him 
to underÌand, that I had indeed Çomething 
worthy Notice to communicate to him; but 
as  notwithÌanding  that  Piece  of  Advice, 
and my doing my beÇt as purÇuant thereto, 
Mr. Graham began, as  I  thought it,  very 
roughly with me, and the which had like 
to have occaÉoned  me to become rough too;

but
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but  however,  we  got  the  Ice  broke,  the 
which  would  not  bear,  and  the  PaËage 
over was as I have Èewn, and indeed he 
became  as  at  laÌ  vaÌly  ÇurpriÇed  at  the 
Thoughts or Methods I had taken, or had 
found occaÉon to take, and as thence found 
ReaÇon enough to believe that my Clock 
might go to a Second in a Month, and that 
as  in  ConÇequence  to  be,  as  in  the  ÄrÌ 
Place,  of  great Service in the adjuÌing a 
Time-Keeper  for  the  Longitude;  and in-
deed, as according to Dr. Halley, Mr. Gra-
ham proved a very great Friend to me, viz. 
not only as by his AËiÌance at the Board of 
Longitude, &c. but alÇo in his Ço willingly 
lending me Money, as without any Security 
or IntereÌ, and by the which, together with 
what other Gentlemen were pleaÇed to give 
me, I was encouraged ;  as Charles Stanhope, 
EÇq. 80l. [viz. 20l. a Time, at four diÁer-
ent Times at which he came to Çee me, 
with  my  good  and  worthy  Friend  Mr. 
Folkes  along  with  him]  the  EaÌ  India 
Company  100l.  and  Çeveral  others  who 
worthily contributed to my Expence, and 
Ìill Mr. Graham among the reÌ, nay, as 
at  one  Time  Mr.  Graham,  Mr.  Folkes, 
Dr.  Heberden,  and  Mr.  Short,  each  10 
Guineas, Lord Barrington 5, and 10 from 
an  unknown  Hand.  Now  by  theÇe,  with 
Çeveral others, [nay indeed a many others] 
I was encouraged, for otherwiÇe,  as from 
the Encouragement of the Public alone, I

C 2                       could
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could never have gone though what I did 
go,  nor  conÇequently  ever  have  made  a 
completion of  the  Matter.  So now after 
this (as in Çome MeaÇure hiÌorical Piece) 
to proceed.
    And ÄrÌ, as letting the proper Circum-
Ìances, Quality, or EÂcacy of the Pallats 
for a Pendulum as above treated of, and as 
when together  with Çuch their  other  un-
parallelled Properties as below, to be fairly 
ot rightly conÉdered, it muÌ as in ConÇe-
quence, and that as here in the ÄrÌ Place 
follow, [viz. as from the ConÌruÀion of 
the  Çaid  Pallats,  and  DiÌance  inverÇely 
from the Center of Motion of the Pendu-
lum, to where the Force or Draught of the 
Pendulum-Wheel  is  by  them  communi-
cated to the Çaid Pendulum] that the Power 
a  Pendulum  muÌ  as  thence  have,  Ço  as 
whereby to regulate a Clock, muÌ, I Çay, 
as  in  ÇuppoÉng  the  Bob  of  a  certain 
Weight,  be  about  as  the  Square  of  the 
Arch it deÇcribes; therfore, as by Corol-
lary, it muÌ then follow, that if a Bob of 
3 Pounds Weight be ÇuÂcient to regulate a 
Clock,  when  the  Pendulum  deÇcribes  an 
Arch  of  12  Degrees,  48  Pounds  muÌ  be 
required to do the Çame Execution, or to be 
in the Çame Power, whereby to regulate, if 
the Pendulum deÇcribes but 3 Degrees ; 
but it is to be remembered, that this muÌ 
be as already implied, viz. as in ÇuppoÉng a 
proper  ConÌruÀion,  or  due  QualiÄcation

of
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of  Pallats,  Ìill,  or  as  in both CaÇes to be 
applied,  whenas  the  which,  to  Ço  Çmall  a 
Vibration as in the latter, could not be, nor 
does it want to be, neither was the which 
in either, or as in any CaÇe, ever done be-
fore mine, nor as yet right by any but me; 
no  Model  thereof,  Draught,  of  ÇuÂcient 
InÌruÀion being as yet communicated to 
the  World;  and  as  without  which,  al-
though as it were my natural Road, would 
Ìill prove a very tedious Matter to others, 
it being (as it were)  Ço very much out of 
their beaten Path; as indeed the Execution 
of  which [with what  at  ÄrÌ muÌ pertain 
thereto, and as without InÌruÀion] would, 
or muÌ have been no eaÇy Matter to Mr. 
Graham, was he to have Çet about it, or was 
his  Integrity  Ço  to  have  permitted  him; 
but Ìill, as with reÇpeÀ to the Matter, Mr. 
Graham Çaid to Çeveral Gentlemen, that for 
my  Improvement  in  Clock-Work,  I  de-
Çerved  20000l.—was  no  Longitude  to  be 
concerned, and that becauÇe, as  he found 
good ReaÇon to think, viz. that  Çuch Per-
feÀion by any other or others would never 
have been, there being indeed a great deal 
of ReaÇon, viz. as touching the whole Clock, 
to  ÇuppoÇe as he did on the contrary; but 
however,  the  Way  or  Ways  they  are  in 
will,  or  may do for  common UÇes,  but 
can never do rightly for AÌronomy.
   And now, as granting a large Vibration 
to  be  neceËary,  it  farther  remains  to  be

underÌood,
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underÌood,  that  a  Pendulum  cannot  Ìill 
truly or  Ìricly regulate a Clock, viz.  to 
any continuing PerfeÀion, nor could any 
Thing of or as in lieu of what is called a 
Cycloid, occaÉon it Ço to do ; unleÇs, as 
in the ÄrÌ Place, the Force from the Wheel 
whereby  its  Motion  is  to  be  maintained 
againÌ  the  Air‘s  ReÉÌance,  be  the  very 
Çame, or can prove the very Çame as with 
reÇpeÀ to it  in the whole,  as  that its  Vi-
brations, or [as here to Çpeak more cloÇely 
to my ConÌruÀion of the Pallats] any two 
of its Vibrations as next in SucceËion, * 
may be performed exaÀly, or, as  it  were 
mathematically Çpeaking, in the Çame Time 
as  if  at  the Çame mathematical  Length it 
went, or as might be ÇuppoÇed it would go 
by itÇelf, [viz. as without any Force from 
the Wheels of a Clock] in Vacuo ; or at 
leaÌ as nearly thereto as poËible in the CaÇe, 
or as to be concieved of the Matter, and 
that as with Ìill retaining the above-men-
tioned Qualities of the Pallats, for any De-

vice

   * For it may be notiÄed, as juÌ here hinted, that 
the AÀions of each Pallat are not equally the Çame upon 
the Pendulum, but not Ço, as to be eaÉly percieved to 
be  otherwiÇe,  viz.  as  in the looking at  the  Clock,  or 
Seconds in Motion, although in this moÌ highly ma-
terial  CircumÌance,  or  ConÌruÀion  of  the  Pallats, 
pretty much diÁerent, but Ìill, not Ço to be taken [viz. 
as with reÇpeÀ to the eËential Point here in Hand] as to 
be any the leaÌ worÇe for the Çame, but as that the 
AÀion of one with that of the other, are  quite right, 
for or to the PurpoÇe, as farther of which below.
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vice in the Çame to render it; as the which, 
from due Contemplation and Experience, 
I  perfeÀed. For,  as  to this  weighty Ar-
ticle, it is to be underÌood, viz. from the 
ConÌruÀion of  my Pallats,  (as  intimated 
above)  that  the  Force  of  my  Pendulum-
Wheel is Ço diÇpoÇed of, as that, whether 
the Çaid Force at any Time becomes Çome-
what greater or leÇs in itÇelf, or that the Air 
at any Time gives Çomewhat more or leÇs 
ReÉÌance to the Pendulum, or both, [Çee 
the Note] *  it is the Çame to it as here above

required,

   *  Now this  highly  material  Matter  is  from  the 
Wheel‘s aÀing [by my Contrivance of the Pallats] more 
weakly upon the Pendulum in each or every one of its 
DeÇcents, viz. from the Extremity of each Vibration, 
[and there,  as  in the ÄrÌ,  the weakeÌ of all]  to the 
Bottom or Middle  of  each,  and then [as Ìill  conti-
nuing] more and more Ìrongly upon the Pendulum in 
each of its AÇcents, and is the ÌrongeÌ of all juÌ before 
the interchanging of the Pallats, and the which Inter-
changing not being, or to be far from the Extremity of 
each Vibration, and in which little, or as it were over-
plus Part, a neceËary recoiling of the Wheel to be, viz. 
as not only for the interchanging of  the Pallats,  the 
which, as according to my ConÌruÀion of the Çame is 
required, but as withal to have in Çome MeaÇure to do 
with the EÁeÀ of a Cycloid, but not to be the whole 
Concern in that Matter; the Pendulum withal requir-
ing to be [viz. as from my Contrivance of its Combina-
tion of BraÇs and Steel Wires] rather, as mathematically 
Çpeaking,  Èorter when warm than when cold. But 
as here, to come a little nearer in this material Point,  
let, as I order the Matter, the Force [from the Wheel]  
upon the Pendulum ,as juÌ before the interchanging of 
the Pallats,  to be as by or from them the Çaid Pallats 
ÇuppoÇed or taken as  3,   then as  juÌ after  their  inter-

changing
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required,  [but  indeed  this  muÌ  be  with 
ÇuppoÉng, as in the Note, or as with taking

for

changing, [and the Force to contrary DireÀion, it muÌ 
but be about as 2, that is , it muÌ be Ço ordered, [as 
may hereafter be obÇerved by the Drawing] viz as 
that it be Ço by the taking,  or ÇuppoÉng for the PurpoÇe, 
a Mean betwixt the AÀions of each Pallat, and withal, 
as farther to the PurpoÇe,  that, as in the little recoiling 
of the Wheel, to become leÇs and leÇs to the Extremity 
of each Vibration, but as whence, or as Ìill on CourÇe, 
the greater at any Time the whole Vibration may be, 
or more EÂcacy the Çame Çmall Force [and Ìill as it  
were in the little recoiling] muÌ from its Quantity or 
Duration prove, and that in Çuch Çmall MeaÇure as re-
quired; the reÌers of the Pallats [viz. their CompoÇers 
to relative ReÌ] having withal for the better a little to  
do in the Matter, and the which is Ìill from, or as with 
ReÇpeÀ to the Length or ShortneÇs of the Time [though 
always to be eÌeemed as but little] that is to be occu-
pied in the recoiling; it being to be underÌood, that 
was  the Force of the Çaid Wheel, or Pendulum-Wheel, 
to  be  diÇpoÇed  of  uniformly  upon  the  Pendulum, 
throughout the whole of each Vibration, that then the 
bigger that Force, and as with Çome recoiling of the 
Wheel,  the  more it  muÌ tend towards occaÉoning a 
greater Vibration, or Çomewhat a greater Vibration of 
the Pendulum to be the Çooner performed; but that is  
not the CaÇe in what is, as juÌ here above Èewn, but, 
to the PurpoÇe, is otherwiÇe to be taken or conÉdered; 
as that the bigger the Force towards the latter End of 
any Vibration, viz. as in CompariÇon to what it may be 
at the fore End or Begining, and as in ÇuppoÉng with-
out a Recoil of the Wheel, the Êower the Vibration 
muÌ be,  or  the  longer  the  Time it  muÌ take  up,  as 
mathematically  Çpeaking,  wherein  to  be  performed, 
but  as  with  a  proper  recoiling,  and  artiÄcial  Cycloid, 
rightly adapted, not Ço, viz. as when in Çuch LargeneÇs 
of Vibration as muÌ to this PurpoÇe, as well as to other 
PurpoÇes,  be as  the  moÌ neceËarily  herein required, 
and as when,  as muÌ  unavoidably  be  the  CaÇe,  in  the

 moving
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for  granted,  that  the  Pendulum  muÌ  be 
rather Èorter when warm than when cold]

and

moving by the Draught of a Wheel, or of the Wheels 
of  a Clock in the Medium of Air; neither, as by any 
Means, does a Çuitable Matter of this, viz. of the Air‘s 
ReÉÌance, want to be avoided, as many have fooliÈly 
imagined, but is of real or great UÇe, as the which I  
Èall Èew preÇently; and Ço, as I may make bold to 
Çay, there has not as heretofore appeared in the World, 
or to the Public, any Thing towards a ÌriÀ, or rather,  
as along with other Things of mine, to, as I may Çay, 
the  moÌ  ÌriÀ  or  exaÀ  MenÇuration  of  Time;  and 
where they muÌ Änd any other Thing or Things equi-
valent, as accoeding to Mr. Maskelyne, viz. equivalent 
to my Clock here, or to my Watch as hereafter, I do 
not know, nay there is ÇubÌantial ReaÇon to think, 
that that will never be known, no, although as without 
ReaÇon they Èould Ìill make a many more Trials.  
But  to  return,  I  have  above  this  Note,  viz.  as  in  a 
ParentheÉs Çaid,  as  may hereafter be  obÇerved by the 
Drawing,  i.  e. not  meaning the Drawing and its  Ex-
planation  to  be  along  with  this  Writing,  my  Encou-
ragement not having Çuited, or, as in other Words, my 
Reward for the Watch being too backward, Ço there 
cannot well be an Obligation for that at preÇent, altho‘ 
it  be the ÄrÌ Step; for I was only, and unreaÇonably, 
compelled to explain the Watch, viz. Ço far as I had 
then advanced therein, and thought as concerning its 
priciple Parts,  but indeed as that Time [though I told 
them what I thought] there was as on my Behalf, Çome 
MiÌakes [or  not  right  UnderÌanding]  as  touching 
Çome of the Contrivances in the Çame; and here it may, 
or is to be notiÄed, that from no Experience of any Sea 
Trial [viz. as in my Way to work] is  or was any Im-
provement ever to be made; no, Çuch Trials [or Sea 
Trials] as with reÇpeÀ to what I have done, or had 
then Ço far perfeÀed, could only be as a LoÇs of Time, 
or  Hindrance to  the Matter  [Çave only as  once,  in 
order to fulÄl the Letter of the AÀ of Perliament] but, 
as  notwithÌanding,  through  unskilful,  intereÌed  No-

vices
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and Ço by Means of Çomething at the Top, 
but  not  according  to  Mr.Huygens‘s  De-

monÌration

vices, viz as put in Power, and though at the Çame 
Time learned Men [Ìiled Reverend] great Trouble 
and Hinderance,  and as  attended with great  Expence, 

has that Way been occaÉon-
ed,  ǁ they  not  wanting  to 
have  my  true  Ingenuity  to 
do;  whenas  as  Land  [thro‘ 
my continued Diligence,  and 
the  nice  Performance  of  my 
Clock,  and  as  without  any 
foolliÈ  ObÌruÀion  or  In-
teruption,]  I  diÇcovered  [or 
found  means  to  diÇcover] 
pretty much for the better of 
late,  viz.  Ço  as  whereby  to 
come up to Çuch great ExaÀ-
neÇs as I Èall Çpeak of below; 
nor  does  the  Watch,  or  will 
the  Watch,  as  by  Way  of 
Trial,  as  juÌ here  above im-
plied,  ever  need  any  farther 
than  what  belongs  or  muÌ 

belong to its adjuÌing, viz. as by the Help of Çuch a 
Clock as mine, or rather of Çuch a Clock as my next 
will be; and the MiÌakes as here above intimated, 
muÌ remain to other Workmen, viz. until they be as 
by or from me the better inÌruÀed; not meaning that 
they Èall ever be Ço inÌruÀed, until I be [for a Public 
Good] the more freely, or the more genteely rewarded 
than what I have hitherto Çneakingly been, viz. for 
what I had Ço highly, or Ço deÇervingly done; no, the 
remaining Part of my DiÇcovery [and as Ìill the more 
valuable]  Èall  (excepting better UÇage) Êeep,  Çave 
only Ço far as to be to my own Content or SatisfaÀion, 
for  not  one  Stroke  as  farther  will  I  take;  nor  Èall  I 
endeavour to Çeek after a Place at which to prepare an 
ObÇervatory, with Çuitable Conveniences, for or to the 
PurpoÇe;  but  as  being  paid  Short,  and  that  as  farther

withal,

   ǁ  And whenas, I Çay, that 
as touching the Thing in it-
Çelf,  no Sea  Trial  was  at  all 
needful, but there did indeed 
want more Land Trials, by a 
pretty many, than what I had 
Time  to  make,  viz.  Ço  as 
from whence to have brought 
the  Thing to  what  it  is  ca-
pable of  bearing; but Ìill  it 
was not Ço ill as Mr. Graham‘s 
ÄrÌ  Çetting  his  Pendulum  a 
going, and not after that, to 
make any Çuch Experiments, 
Ço as whereby to know whe-
ther  or  not  there  was  any 
Room---ever to make it bet-
ter, [as according to Page 14, 
&c.] nor could any Land Trial 
of my ÄrÌ Watch by a Novice, 
ever  direÀ  towards  making 
the Çame to be perfeÀ.
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monÌration of the Cycloid, [for that would 
not Çuit the Matter at all * ] it is brought 
to Çuch a Degree of PerfeÀion,  as not to

gain

withal,  to  be  attended with a great  deal  of  Expence, 
Trouble, and Hinderance [Çcurvy Work] I will alÇo 
be Èort, viz. as in a Çuitable Degree, excepting as in-
timated, I, or my DiÇcoveries, can as hereafter meet 
with better UÇage than what I have as heretofore met 
withal; for certainly it muÌ be worth all, nay more 
than all the Money it was to coÌ, as being Ço extraor-
dinary a Matter, or rather, as taking in the Clock, Çuch 
extraordinary Matters as were never to be expeÀed to 
have  appeared  in  the  World;  nor,  as  there  is  good 
ReaÇon to ÇuppoÇe, had it not been from me, would 
never have Ço appeared, [as being Ço very far out of the 
beaten  Path]  and  Ìill  I  muÌ  be  uÇed  ill.  What,  the 
Longitude, an AÁair of Çuch great Importance, and as 
when to be had in Ço correÀ, eaÇy, and uÇeful a Man-
ner, nay, as here implying more than that, and yet to 
be Ço uÇed!    O Äe!

   * That DemonÌration holding no farther good, than 
as that the  Spring [as they call  it]  at  the  Top of  the 
Pendulum, coold be ÇuppoÇed to be without Strength 
as  with  reÇpeÀ  to  its  bending  or  Application  to  the 
Cycloid;  and  as  notwithÌanding,  Ìill  to  be  Ìrong 
enough to ÇuÇpend the Pendulum; and that alÇo, as if 
the Pendulum Èould move, or was to move by itÇelf, 
or of itÇelf in Vacuo; conÇequently that DemonÌration 
muÌ at leaÌ, as with reÇpeÀ to the long Pendulum 
Way, viz. where the Arch of Vibration needs not to 
exceed  15  Degrees,  and  where,  as  always,  or  as  un-
avoidably, the Draught of the Pendulum-Wheel of a 
Clock muÌ be taken into the QueÌion, muÌ, I Çay, 
do  more  Hurt  than  Good,  though  not  all  Ço  to  be 
conÉdered by Mr. Huygens,  &c. yea,  although in 
this Point the Mathematicks or Geometry has Ço far with 
MiÇchief, and as only Ço to do in the Matter; but more 
of this hereafter.
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gain  or  loÇe  Ço much as  one  Second in  a 
Month; * the SuÇpenÉon of the Pendulum 
[a  Thing  highly  material  in  the  Matter] 
being from the Brick-Wall,  as having no-
thing to do with, or as having no Depend-
ance from the Clock, its CaÇe,  or  Wain-
Çcot,  for  if  not  Ço,  the true GoodneÇs  of 
what I have Èewn [or even of more than 
what  I  have  Èewn]  could  not  be  had;  †

and

   * A Ìrong Proof indeed, thta the Force or Draught 
of the Pendulum-Wheel of my Clock, and as in the 
ÄrÌ Place to be underÌood, with its right duly adapt-
ed Proportion, and that as partly for its  Number of 
Teeth,  correÇponding  to  its  Revolution of  4  Minutes, 
but as thence in chief, or as indiÇpenÇably Ço to be ac-
quired  thereby,  [viz.  from which the  Çaid  Proportion] 
Çuch a QualiÄcation as whence, by my ConÌruÀion of 
the Pallats, the Çaid Force Ço to be diÇpoÇed of, as to 
give  to  the  Pendulum  no  more  Irregularity  in  the 
Maintenance of its Motion in Air, than as if it went, 
or  could go by itÇelf,  Ço as to be obÇerved to what 
Truth it had continued to meaÇure Time, viz. as by or 
from its going by itÇelf, and that for a long Time in 
Vacuo; and therefore I may ask, if  Çuch a Matter be 
not highly worthy Encouragement, what other Sort of 
Ingenuity or DiÇcovery in the World muÌ be Ço?  my 
Longitude Time-Keeper, own SiÌer to this, excepted.

   †  For it is to be underÌood, that I had, after Çome 
diÇagreeable Experiments, diÇcovered, that if  Wood 
was concerned in the SuÇpenÉon of the Pendulum, viz. 
WainÇcot,  the  Clock-CaÇe, [and as  conÇequently in the 
common Way, but out of the QueÌion with me, the 
RaiÉng-Board upon which the Clock Ìands] the Clock 
would as thence go faÌer in moiÌ Weather than in 
dry,  the Strength of  Çuch a  SuÇpenÉon becoming as 
thereby, viz. by MoiÌure increaÇed, but it muÌ be more 
or leÇs Ço,  accordingly as the Wood may be of Strength

or
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and withal (as not to paÇs unnotiÄed) the 
Clock, from its ConÌruÀion,  &c. is never

to

or SubÌance. Now at Çome Years after I had commu-
nicated  this  to  Mr.  Graham,  he  upon  Çome OccaÉon 
removed a Clock from one Side of his Room to the 
other, and when Äxed up there, he found it to go about 
6 Seconds a Day diÁerent to what it went before, and 
the which, from the great Care he had taken in the Re-
moval, could be attributed from nothing Ço much as 
from a diÁerent Strength of the WainÇcot;  but as 
being very much ÇurpriÇed at it, [notwithÌanding what 
I had communicated to him] he removed it back again 
from whence he had taken it and Äxed it up there to 
the Çame Fixings as before, and then it  went about as 
what  it  had  done  before;  after  which [in  the  Çame 
Place] he put another Bar of Wood betwixt the Back 
of the Clock-CaÇe and the WainÇcot, and Çcrewed the 
Back  faÌ  thereto,  and  the  Ends  of  the  Bar  (as  on 
CourÇe) to the WainÇcot, and then it went faÌer, and 
the Pendulum played farther; now this made or occa-
Éoned  a  great  Alteration  in  Mr.  Graham,  viz.  as 
touching the whole of  what he  had done; for,  upon 
Çerious RefleÀion, he thought that Çuch as that might 
not at all Times be all; but that as together from what 
might pertain to the LittleneÇs of his Vibration, and as 
Ço from the Tremor occaÉoned by Coaches and Carts 
going by, and as with the Èutting of Doors, &c. and 
as then to be in a diÁerent Place of the Room might, 
as with reÇpeÀ to both,  have Çomething to do in the 
Matter; and whenas I before had certiÄed him, that, 
in a right  Application of  a  Pendulum to a Clock,  no 
Alteration in its Motion could as upon any Çuch Ac-
count ariÇe, but only, as with reÇpeÀ thereto, from what 
the Pendulum itÇelf could do, viz. as with regard to 
the Strength or Stability of what it was ÇuÇpended from. 
And as upon Wood, and as here by the by, the String, 
or Çome one Note of the String, of a Monochord, Çet 
exaÀly [ as by a Leaver and Weight pertaining thereto] 
to the Note or Pitch of a Bell [or, if you pleaÇe, of a 
great  Bell,  as  of  20 or 30 Hundred Weight]  when dry

will,
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to  want  any  cleaning.  *  But  here,  as  I 
promiÇed above, [Page 27] it muÌ be highly

worth

will, when in moiÌ Weather, and at the Çame Degree 
of Warmth and TenÉon, be Èarper conÉderably than 
the  Çaid  Bell,  the  ConÇequence  of  quicker  Vibrations, 
viz. as then to be from a Ìronger Foundation; but 
for this Experiment, the Monochord muÌ not be kept 
in a Room where there is a Fire. And here I can alÇo 
as farther aËert, that, as with reÇpeÀ to the PerfeÀion 
of a Éngle InÌrument with Strings, (Éngle, I Çay, be-
cauÇe  the  Matter  will  then be  moÌ obvious)  as  for 
InÌance of that of the Viol, or at leaÌ as touching the 
PerfeÀion of the Çame, [it being the InÌrument upon 
which I experienced the Thing] and as in ÇuppoÉng 
its Strings to be rightly adapted to it, [for as when they 
are Ço, &c. indeed] that as then for the acquiring each, 
or all its Notes to be to the beÌ PerfeÀion, that, I Çay, 
its Pitch muÌ be Çet, as when in dry Weather, Çome-
what flatter than as when in damp, or elÇe its Strings 
muÌ be at too great a TenÉon in the former CaÇe, and 
as  I  then  found from Experience,  its  PerfeÀion  as 
thence to be in Çome MeaÇure impaired.

   * But as farther, upon due RefleÀion, it is certain 
that a Clock may Ìill come nearer the Truth than my 
preÇent Clock, the which I have here been Çpeaking of; 
and as towards the matter,  I  have for Çome Time had 
Çuch a Clock to the PurpoÇe in great Part made; but as 
not deÉgning to Äx it up in the not rightly convenient 
Place  or  HouÇe  in  which  I  live,  I  did  not  haÌen  its 
ÄniÈing; as wanting withal [viz. as lately had come 
in my Mind] Çome other or farther Experiments trying 
with my preÇent going Clock, and they as to the better 
Completion of my other Clock, or of any Çuch here-
after, and as when withal, JuÌice, as touching my Re-
ward or Encouragement for a Public Good, was or 
has  been  the  moÌ  ÇcandalouÊy  fruÌrated.  O  Äe, 
England ! an AÀ of Parliament broken, and for Sure-
neÇs after twice fulÄlled; and not as only Ço, but that as 
when in the beÌ,  moÌ compleat, or uÇeful Manner,

viz.
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worth notifying of how great Service the 
ReÉÌance of the Air is, or muÌ be in the 
Matter,  viz.  in  its  proving  to  give,  in  a 
Çuitably  large  Vibration,  or  in  a  Çuitable 
LargeneÇs of Vibration, Çuch a ProperneÇs 
of ReÉÌance as the Nature of the Thing 
may be Çaid to require, for without that a 
Pendulum,  as  under  the  CircumÌances  I 
have Èewn, [viz. as with reÇpeÀ to its hav-
ing no ÇenÉble FriÀion at the Pallats, &c.] 
would  know  no  Bounds,  or  at  leaÌ  but 
hardly any,  for  its  Vibrations,  and conÇe-
quently could never be occaÉoned to mea-
Çure Time truly,  Énce we Èall  never be 
able to have any Account or uÇeful Ober-
vations about its meaÇuring Time, from its 
going by itÇelf [or as without the Wheels of 
a Clock] in Vacuo; conÇequently it muÌ be 
very improper for a Çmall Vibration to be, 
viz.   where the Force from the Wheel or

Wheels

viz. that is, or ever was in Nature to be wiÈed for. 
For, as to this PurpoÇe, it might have been Çaid as in 
other Words,  viz.  that had Çuch a  Matter  as in the 
whole remained as FaÀ, it muÌ indeed have been a very 
great Shame  to the Nation; but as juÌ now, viz. be-
fore the publiÈing of theÇe Papers, the CaÇe was al-
tered;  the  chief  InÌruments  of  which Fraud,  viz.  the 
vile  holy PrieÌs, were over-Çet, their ingenious, or diÇ-
ingenoius Villainy, being at the Height, or as when 
got to the Height fell, and indeed it was a very great 
Fall, the Matter being got Ço exceÚvely high; and if 
they Èould riÇe again, yet Ìill it can never be Ço high 
as to Çee at all Times, [if ever at any Time, Ço as to be 
depended upon] viz. the Longitude right clear by the 
Moon.
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Wheels muÌ be but very Çmall indeed, and 
where as thence chiefly from a Çmall Quan-
tity of FriÀion, and as may, for BadneÇs, 
be Çaid, at a great DiÌance from the Center  
of Motion of the Pendulum, the Çame to be Ço 
limited,  viz, for during all the Time, that 
it, by the Oil, Èall chance to go, before it 
[the Clock] comes to Ìand, and wherein as 
in ConÇequence thereof, [and as already im-
plied] a little DiÁerence in the Çaid Çmall 
FriÀion,  will  contiually  keep  bearing  a 
great, uncertain, or irregular Proportion in 
the whole Maintenance of Çuch the Pendu-
lum‘s feeble Motion; for though a Pendu-
lum will, or can by proper Means, naturally 
perform all its Vibrations, although of diÁer-
ent Extent, exaÀly in equal Times, yet that 
it may indeed do Ço implies, that it muÌ not 
have  any  the  leaÌ  Corruption  from  the 
Wheels of  a Clock, &c. and therefore,  as 
again, or as in ConÇequence of what I have 
Èewn,  viz.  as  touching  the  moÌ  proper 
CircumÌances, no Çmall Vibration can ever 
to the PurpoÇe be rightly maintained at all; 
the ReÉÌance of the Air, as taken into the 
QueÌion by a conveniently large Vibration, 
[viz. convenient in other ReÇpeÀs as well as 
in this] and as when properly ballanced, or 
counterballanced as above, making by far a 
much better Controller or MaÌer than, as 
in a Çmall Vibration, any little Quantity of 
FriÀion,  and as  with  Çuch DiÁerences  in 
Proportion as will unavoidably happen there-

in,
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therein, can ever with ReaÇon be allowed 
to make, or rather, as in other Words, can 
ever as poÚbly Ço be found to be; nay, if 
the Vibration be very Çmall, it muÌ become 
even quite inÉpid, and not worthy of any 
ObÇervation at all; or even when Ço Çmall 
as  to be but about 2 or 3 Degrees in the 
whole, it could but hardly be eÌeemed as 
any better, was it not in Çome MeaÇure to 
be  made  out  by  LoggineÇs,  MaÚneÇs,  or 
ExceÚveneÇs of Weight in the Pendulum, 
or even as it were in other Words, by an 
enormous Weight in the Bob; but indeed, 
as Ço, it may or might [as with a ProviÉon 
for Heat and Cold,  or as  with Çomething 
greatly  towards  the  EÁeÀs  thereof]  do 
better by much than what had been done 
before;  but  Ìill  certainly,  it  cannot  be 
taken as a Wonder, if a little DiÁerence in 
GlibneÇs or ClammineÇs upon the Surface of 
Çuch Pallats, and as at Çuch a great DiÌance 
from the Center of Motion of the Pendu-
lum, viz. as Mr. Graham diÇpoÇed it, and 
as together with Çuch his coincident feeble 
Vibration,  I  Çay,  it  cannot  be  taken  as  a 
Wonder, but that the Clock may vary, as 
thence by Times a Second in a Day; when-
as, if proper Steps be taken, or can be taken, 
in  or  for  the  adjuÌing  my  next  Clock, 
there muÌ be then more ReaÇon (and that 
withal,  as  from  Experience  in  my  other 
Clock) that it Èall perform to a Second in 
100  Days,  yea,  I  Çay,  more  ReaÇon,  than

D                                 that
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that  Mr.  Graham‘s  Èould  perform  to  a 
Second  in  1.  And  now  how  far,  or  to 
what  Equality,  the  Properties  treated  of 
above,  viz.  as  touching  my  Pendulum-
Clock,  are  preÇerved  in  my  Watch,  or 
Time-Keeper  for  the  Longitude,  may  in 
Çome MeaÇure be obÇerved as followeth.
  As ÄrÌ, the Radius of  its  Ballance,  as 
with reÇpeÀ to that of the Circle, the Por-
tion of  which the Edge of  its  Pallats  de-
Çcribe, is about as 32 to 1, * Ço it is in Ef-
feÀ,  from  ProperneÇs  of  Weight  in  the 
Rim of the Çaid Ballance, and Strength of 
the Ballance-Spring, [the Strength of which 
Spring as below, producing more Force than 
what natural Gravity as in a Pendulum can 
do] and as together with the LargeneÇs of 
the Arch which the Ballance fetches or de-
Çcribes, viz. as about 255 Degrees, and that 
5 Times in a Second, and as withal from the 
Çmall  Force it  has from, or its little Con-
cernment  with  the  Wheel,  [not  meaning 
very little or Çmall in itÇelf, or inconÉÌently 
Çmall, as liking in FaÀ to a Creature that‘s 
Éck and unaÀive, or as  according to Mr. 
Graham‘s Way for the Pendulum, but only 
as properly or as it were reciprocally Çmall, 
in regard to the SmallneÇs of the DiÌance at 
which the Wheel aÀs from the Center of

the

   * The Radius of the Ballance being 1 Ñø Inch, i. e. 
in a Decimal 1,125 Inch; and that of the Pallats 0,035 
Inch.
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the  Ballance,  viz.  as  with  reÇpeÀ  to  the 
Radius of the Çame, its Weight and Arch, or 
rather Arches deÇcribing] there muÌ, I Çay, 
be in EÁeÀ, a much longer Pendulum, or 
Çuch a Thing as muÌ have a much greater 
Power  whereby  to  regulate,  than  Mr. 
Graham‘s Pendulum that Çwings, or rather 
creeps, as he managed the Matter Seconds; 
natural  Gravity  exerting  but  very  little 
Force there, [viz. as towards the Matter of 
Truth in Mr. Graham‘s Pendulum] as be-
ing improperly, more to be compared to the 
Motion of a Comet in its Aphelion, [i. e. Ço 
as that a little may diÌurb or alter it] than 
to the Motion of a Planet in any Part of its 
Orbit, and as whence to be looked upon, as 
Çeemingly a Matter Ço contrived, as if it was 
for fear the Pendulum Èould do any Good, 
yea,  rather than it Èould do any, viz. as 
when conÉdered in a right Light or Manner; 
for, as otherwiÇe to the Çame SigniÄcation, 
the leÇs the Vibration of any Pendulum, viz. 
whether heavy or light, the more in Nature 
it muÌ debaÇe, approach or decline towards 
the  bad  EÁeÀ  of  a  Ballance  of  Çuch  the 
Çame  Weight,  &c.  and  as  with  Çuch  the 
Çame inÉgniÄcantly Çmall  Vibration; and 
as indeed Ço,  and as together with what 
bad I have Èewn as farther, or as Ìill na-
turally to attend it, was I to Çet up Çuch a 
Clock, and in the Manner in which they 
commonly are Çet up, I could but, as from 
the Nature of the Thing Çay, that I had only

D 3                                  Çet
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Çet it up, in order [as for a rude Trial] to Çee 
how it Èould chance (as according to Lord 
Morton) to go, or to continue in its MenÇu-
ration of Time, viz. as with regard to the 
Matter of ExaÀneÇs.
   Now  in  my  Longitude  Time-Keeper, 
[purÇuant to what has been Çaid] the Strength 
or Command which the Ballance-Spring 
has over the Ballance, as in Proportion to 
the Force it has from the Wheel, is Ço great 
as  80,  or  even  as  more  than  80  to  1;  a 
Ìrong artiÄcial  Gravity  indeed,  [for  Ço  it 
may be termed] as even in EÁeÀ---much 
ÇurpaÚng natural;  *  whenas,  as  barely in 
which ReÇpeÀ, viz. beÉdes the other ne-
ceËary or very material CircumÌances at-
tending, or the which ought to attend, [as 
correÇpondent  to what  I  have Çaid of  my

Pallats

   * The Limb of the Ballance moving thereby through 
about 25 Inches in a Second, notwithÌanding, as in 
that Time [and as Ìill an Augmentation to its Power 
or  Dominion]  its  Motion  being  changed  to  contrary 
DireÀion  5  Times;  and  as  from which it  muÌ as  in 
ConÇequence be as farther allowed, and as withal conÉ-
dering the Arch it  deÇcribes, that its Motion muÌ be 
prodigiouÊy quick,  or even violently powerful  in the 
Middle of each Vibration, and when, as even without 
that, 25 Inches in a Second, is no leÇs than 34 Miles 
a  Day;  Ço  rapid and powerful  is  the  Motion of  the 
Ballance, for faint Êeepy Work could never do; and 
whenas no Çuch Velocity [as in this Point for the bet-
ter] can be in a Pendulum, viz. in Çuch Arches as in 
the long Pendulum Way are commonly,  or  can as  the 
moÌ properly be deÇcribed, until it comes to about the 
Length of 13 Foot, and then it will Ìill not be in Ef-

feÀ
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Pallats  for  the  Pendulum,  and  of  which 
therer was no Notion in the World before, 
but of the Manner of which as touching 
the Watch, neither of that of my ProviÉon 
therein for Heat and Cold, I Èall not here 
treat or enlarge] they never did in the com-
mon Way, nor, as there is good ReaÇon to

ÇuppoÇe

feÀ Ço quick, nor conÇequently Ço powerful, becauÇe of 
its not having as in EÁeÀ Ço much Velocity, but only 
Ço much as whereby ro accompliÈ a Vibration, or Çuch 
a Space, viz. as without any Returns or Return, in 

the  Space  of  two  Seconds  of 
Time; ǁ but here, if it Èould 
be  alleged,  that  the  Length 
of  Çuch  a  Pendulum  is  much 
longer  than  the  Radius  of 
this  Ballance,  it  is  then to  be 

remembered, that (as in common) the Lengths of the 
Pallats &c. are to be taken in to the QueÌion; and, as 
already in Çome MeaÇure implied, it is as farther to be 
underÌood or remembered, that in Çuch---theÇe mecha-
nical  CaÇes,  that  no  PonderoÉty  in  a  Pendulum  or  a 
Ballance, can rightly or ever make up---the  Want of 
Velocity; and indeed Velocity was very much wanting 
in  my  three  large  Machines,  yea,  I  Çay,  very  much, 
notwithÌanding  their  WeightineÇs  of  Ballances,  or  as 
notwithÌanding what PhiloÇophers may reaÇon in other 
AÁairs, or rather what PhiloÇophy in this AÁair [viz. 
as hitherto through MiÌake, as from the Steel-Yard, 
&c. in the Matter] might teach us to reaÇon; but I 
did not then [viz. as in the DeÉgns of my three large 
Machines] Ço thoroughly underÌand it,  nor Èould I, 
or the World, (as I think I may make bold to Çay) ever 
have underÌood it, had it not been, or had I not diÇ-
covered it as it were through Accident, in or by my 
third Machine; but as it would be more tedious here 
than neceËary, for me to fully reaÇon the Matter, I Èall 
forbear it, but Ìill the Knowledge of the Çame is highly 
material.

      ǁ  But Ìill, as by the by, it 
may  be  noted,  that  there  can 
be  no  OccaÉon  for  a  Pendu-
lum  for  any  Church  Clock 
whatever,  to  be  any  longer 
than as to Çwing 2 Seconds.
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ÇuppoÇe, ever would have exceeded in this 
grand Point, [viz. in the Quantity of Force 
which the Ballance has from its Spring, as 
in  Proportion  to  what  is  has  from  the 
Wheel]  any more than as  about  3  to 1; 
not  that  any,  either  amongÌ the  Watch-
Makers, or Men of liberal Sciences, were 
able, or had in the leaÌ conÉdered, how far 
indeed, as towards Çuch a Matter, they only 
had,  or  there  only  was  advanced;  conÇe-
quently, as touching the Point, had never 
found any OccaÉon to conÉder, whether or 
not they might ever be able by any Means 
poÚble, to advance any higher, [viz. before 
that Çome of them had heard me Çpeak about 
it] or rather, whether or not it was, or could 
be at all material, for it Ço to be, viz. in this 
---the  moÌ  material  CircumÌance,  any 
higher or farther advanced, and that in Çuch 
a Bulk or Size of a Watch, as might for the 
PurpoÇe be the moÌ conveniently choÇen; 
whenas,  without  which,  no ProviÉon for 
Heat and Cold, &c. [had any Çuch Thing 
withal been thought to have been wanting] 
could ever be, or could ever have been, of 
any true Service in the AÁair. But here it 
may not be amiÇs  for  me to remark, that 
after I had diÇcovered, viz. by doing Çome-
thing as by Way of Trail towards this Mat-
ter,  that  it  was  after  many  toilÇome  Ex-
periments or Alterations, that I did indeed 
Çucceed to Çuch a ÇurpriÉng Degree as I did, 
a Ìrange DiÁerence for the better, being

betwixt
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betwixt 80 to 1,  and 3 to 1 !  I  Çay,  this 
was attained by a great deal of Labour, but 
it was Ço as wherein withal [and as with a 
great Vibration] to be thoroughly ÇatisÄed, 
that it was, or is, as far as poÚble---to be 
aquired  or  done;  Ço  therefore,  if  Mr. 
Maskelyne Èould [after a long Time] Änd 
an Equivalent, it is not poÚble for him to 
go any farther.
   And now that this great or chief Matter 
as above, is indeed Ço much as 80 to 1, is to 
be underÌood or percieved as followeth, viz. 
as in that from the Force of the Ballance-
Wheel alone,  i. e. as without the Ballance-
Spring, the Ballance will be almoÌ 2 Se-
conds in fetching 1 Vibration, whenas with 
its  Spring,  it  fetches  10  Vibrations  in  2 
Seconds, and it is certain that diÁerent Ve-
locities are, or muÌ be, as the Çquare Roots 
of their Forces; conÇequently if the Bal-
lance, without its Spring, or without as it 
were its artiÄcial Gravity, took up 2 Se-
conds, wherein to to fetch 1 Vibration, and 
wherein it  fetches 10,  the Wheel  would 
then but have the ü Part of its Command; 
but here it is as farther withal to be notiÄed, 
that if, or as when at any Time, any Çmall 
DiÁerence happens therein, viz. in the Çaid 
eightieth Part, as indeed Çmall, or even as 
almoÌ inÄnitely Çmall, Çuch a Matter muÌ 
be,  or  can but  be,  as  with reÇpeÀ to  the 
whole Force of the Ballance, yet Ìill, I Çay, 
the Çame as in the Çame Contrivance, to be

taken
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taken in or accounted for; hence, as Ìill 
farther concerning this Matter, or rather 
now , as unconcerning the Çame, and that be-
Édes what might have ever aroÇe from the 
common Experiments of Workmen, viz. 
nothing, there is not, nor could ever have 
been any likelihood, as above intimated, 
that  any  AÚÌance  or  DiÇcovery  herein 
Èould ever have Èewn itÇelf, or appeared to 
the World from Çuch mechanical IlluÌrations 
or Operations as they exhibit at Cambridge, 
Oxford &c. as being indeed for the moÌ 
Part only Çuch Experiments as need not at 
all to be tried, [Hornbook Work as it were] 
but as granting them uÇeful in the moÌ 
common ReÇpeÀs, they could never how-
ever have had any Thing to do with this 
DiÇcovery of mine, as being as it were quite 
repugnant to them, or at leaÌ quite out of 
the Run of that Channel; but Ìill, or as 
notwithÌanding, as Çuch weak, or even very 
weak Mechanicks as touching this Matter, 
viz. Çuch as neither know, or can be made 
to know any Thing of the Matter, * but 
yet muÌ, as in the moÌ Ìupendous, but Çur-

feiting

   *  For  in  particular,  I  took  Çome Pains  with  Mr. 
Shepherd, [viz. when he was my Friend] but could 
make nothing of him, viz. any farther than that one 
Wheel  turned  another]  although it  was  his  DeÉre; 
Very unÄt Gentlemen to be my MaÌers, the Reward 
for the Longitude [ I mean Part thereof] being to be 
detained in their Çecret CloÇets for during their PleaÇure, 
as having in, or for that Interim, a Pretty Reward;

but
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feiting Manner, be my MaÌers! But then 
as Ço, it may as in ConÇequence be Çaid or 
asked, what was there to be expeÀed? and 
as when moreover, as at the Çame Time, or 
all the while to be Rivals and AntagoniÌs, 
by another Way as they would have it for 
the Longitude, viz. as by the Êow and in-
tricate Motion of the Moon, and as whence, 
or wherein to be attended with great DiÂ-
culties and Uncertainties in the making Ob-
Çervations, and conÇequently the ReÇult to 
be for the moÌ Part attended with very great 
Error, inÇomuch, (and as without the taking 
any Notice of  Çuch—the operoÇe  Calcula-
tions that muÌ be required) that from the 
Experience which Dr. Halley had had in 
the Matter, it Ço, or at laÌ appeared, or 
was found by him, that if in CaÇe the Lunar 
Tables were ever Ço correÀ, that even Ìill, 
as from the ObÇervations alone, [viz. when 
they could be had] there could no certain 
Good ever come from that Way to work, 
viz. Ço as to be relied on, and upon which

Account

but as notwithÌanding they took great Care about my 
Watch, for they alÇo locked it up for Çome Months in a 
CloÇet at the Admiralty,—becauÇe it had performed two 
Voyages Ço well; and Ço they would keep it as a Piece 
of TreaÇure, for fear nobody elÇe Èould ever be able to 
make Çuch another; a fair Sign indeed, that they did 
not underÌand it,  and conÇequently to be taken as an 
AbÇurdity that they Èould (at that Rate) have had 
any Thing to do with it; but to make it worÇe, Lord 
Morton, for want of underÌanding as well as they, 
put or infuÇed Chance into their Heads.
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Account chiefly it was, as Mr. Graham told 
me, that he [viz. Dr. Halley] ceaÇed his 
PurÇuit of the Matter; an ingenuous Deci-
Éon indeed, [Énce, as already implied, no 
Proceeding therein or  thereby could ever 
with any Certainty tend to a Public Good] 
for it is Ìill certain, that Çuch ObÇervations 
cannot be any better made now, neither 
with  any more  Frequency he  had,  than 
could be then, viz. in Dr. Halley‘s Time.
    Now, from Experience, I can make bold 
to Çay, that my Watch [or Time-Keeper for 
the Longitude] will come up to 1 Second in 
a Fortnight, viz. as when my laÌ Piece of 
Improvement, and as with a little Alteration, 
viz. Ço as whereby to receive it, is put in 
Execution, * the which I deÇcribe in Draw-
ings in the latter End of the Year of our 
Lord 1772, and as then in the 80th Year 
of  my  Age;  and  Çurely  it  ought  to  be 
looked upon as an Age well Çpent,  †   as

tending

   * The which Improvement being to be in the Parts 
which are  above (as  Work-men termed it)  the  Upper-
Plate of the Watch, and as with a little Alteration in 
the Shape of the Pallats, but as eaÉer for the future, in 
all ReÇpeÀs to be done, as well as when done to aÁord 
a greater Degree of Truth.

  †  ConÉdering  what  tedious  Proceedings,  in  or  for 
Experiments, belonging to this muÌ be required, viz. 
Ço  as  to  purchaÇe,  or  to  Änd  out  the  Çecret  Way,  [or 
rather Çome Secrets in the Way, and them as the only 
true Steps] Ço as whereby to make a thorough ConqueÌ 
of  the  Thing;  nothing  to  the  Matter  being  done
before!
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tending Ço highly to a Public Good, [i. e. 
if it may be Ço let to do] as well as to the 
making hereafter a pretty Employment for 
ingenious Men; though not for PrieÌs at 
Cambridge and Oxford.
   Now I promiÇed above to Çay Çomething 
farther as with reÇpeÀ to the Pendulum. 
I  have  Çaid  that  Mr.  Huygen‘s  Demon-
Ìration of the Cycloid can be of no Service 
in the AÁair, viz. no farther than as if it was 
to be ÇuppoÇed in Vacuo, &c. if that may be 
Çaid to be of Service; and whenas [whether 
in Vacuo or not] was it to be applied [ac-
cordingly as demonÌrated] to a very thin 
Spring at  the Top of  the Pendulum, [for 
thin to the PurpoÇe it muÌ be] * it would 
only occaÉon the Çaid Spring to neck, or 
break oÁ at the Top of the Cycloid, and 
that in a Èort Time; nor can the Arch or 
Arches, as deÇcribed in the long Pendulum 
Way, [as ÇuppoÉng at the moÌ 15 Degrees] 
be but hardly Çaid to want it, [viz. as in 
the Manner demonÌrated] therefore Çuch a 
Matter as muÌ be in lieu of what is called a 
Cycloid,  muÌ  be  chiefly  to  preÇerve  the 
Spring  [or  SuÇpenÉon  of  the  Pendulum] 
from  its  ever  breaking,  and  the  which 
Spring, as being to be very thin, (but may

be

   *  ConÇequently  the  Pendulum  here  not  to  be  Ço 
monÌrouÊy  heavy  as  according  to  Mr.  Graham,  the 
ThinneÇs  of  the  Spring not  to  beat  with that,  neither 
does Nature beÇpeak it Ço to be; but that, as on the 
other Hand, or as in the moÌ natural CourÇe otherwiÇe.
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be Èort) muÌ be beÌ to be made of Gold, * 
properly  allayed with  Copper,  and to  be 
well hammered before it be brought to its 
ThinneÇs, [as being then more elaÌic, than 
as if  or when allayed with Silver.] Now 
the Nature of Çuch a Matter, or Cycloid to 
the PurpoÇe, [and as conÇequently withal 
for  preÇerving  the  Spring]  muÌ  be  as  in 
Çome MeaÇure reverÇe  to what  is  demon-
Ìrated by Mr. Huygens, &c. that is, it muÌ 
be Ço as to occaÉon little Vibrations of the 
Pendulum,  viz.  all  Çuch  as  are  leÇs  (and 
unregarded) than Ço as to let, or Çuch as will 
let the Pallats interchange, to be Ìill Çooner 
performed, than what they would as other-
wiÇe  be  without  it;  and at  Çuch an Arch 
deÇcribing, as whereby juÌ to let the Pallats 
interchange, or as rather at a little bigger, 
the Length of the Pendulum to be Ço [viz. 
as by or from its adjuÌing] as then to Çwing 
Seconds, and alÇo, as when in its fetching 
farther [as from the Nature of Çuch a Cy-
cloid as muÌ be, and as when together upon 
Çuch other Foundation as above deÇcribed] 
the Çame; for  as  thence,  from the Conti-
nuation  of  the  circular  Curvature  of  the 
Cheeks, [viz. of this artiÄcial Cycloid] that 
Matter,  as  here  in  Hand,  is  to  be  aÇcer-
tained, but of  the Radius, in each to the

PurpoÇe

   * And withal (as here by the by) the Pin, on which 
the Pallats [as of Wood] have their relative Motion, 
and that as with FriÀion inÇenÉble to the Pendulum, 
as I have Èewn.
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PurpoÇe, viz. as ÇubÇequent to the AÀion of 
the Pallats I Èall not here Çpeak, nor can 
Cambridge and Oxford Education have any 
Thing to do with either that or the AÀion 
of the Çaid Pallats, [viz. Ço as to deÄne Çuch 
a Matter or Matters to ExaÀneÇs, had Çuch 
Particulars as them ever before been thought 
of; but however, as each Cheek, with re-
gard to the Property I have Èewn of the 
Pallats, or as a Tenor to their ReÇult, muÌ 
be the Arch of a Circle, [viz. for Ço far as 
will,  in  this  material  Point,  be  Çuitably 
wanted or uÇed, i. e. beÉdes an Overplus of 
the Çame for its more truly making] it can 
be done to a mathematical Truth, whenas 
the other (as according to Mr. Huygens) 
could not, was it Ço to be wanted. So now 
to the PurpoÇe it is to be underÌood, that 
from the Force or Draught of the Pendu-
lum-Wheel,  as  being by the Pallats  pro-
perly diÇpoÇed of, [viz. as according to the 
Note, Page 25] and as wherein with a pro-
per recoiling of the Çame, that the Cycloid 
may be Ço, as  that when the Çaid Wheel 
may have [or as when in occaÉoning the Çaid 
Wheel to have] Çomewhat a greater Force, 
I  Çay the Vibrations of  the Pendulum,  as 
thence becoming bigger, may Ìill be per-
formed exaÀly in the Çame Time, and as 
alÇo the Çame when the Air gives or may 
give  Çomewhat  a  leËer  ReÉÌance  to  the 
Pendulum,  Ço  that  its  Vibrations  become 
Çomewhat greater without any more Force

from
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from the Wheel, and this, becauÇe for the 
moÌ part, that from the Çame CauÇe which 
will  leËen  the  ReÉÌance  of  the  Air,  the 
Pendulum is to become in itÇelf, as mathe-
matically  Çpeaking,  Èorter;  and  indeed, 
from the whole of what I have Èewn, 
a great ExaÀneÇs in the meaÇuring of Time 
is to be had; for withal, it is to be conÉ-
dered,  that  the  Draught  or  Force  of  the 
Pendulum-Wheel,  in  my  Çort  of  Clock-
Work, will alter but very little, neither the 
Vibration of the Pendulum, as from thence, 
or any other CauÇe, much at any Time, or 
an  any  Sort  of  Weather;  Ço  no  Wonder 
certainly [as  from the whole]  at  the nice 
Performance of Çuch a Clock, or Äne Con-
trivance of MechaniÇm, as the which was 
indeed to the AÌoniÈment of my great and 
worthy Friend Mr. Graham; and it is cer-
tain, that the ReÇult of Çuch as this [viz. 
as when to be had from a Watch—rightly 
or thoroughly converted] muÌ be the neareÌ 
Relation to the Longitude, nay, even from 
its eaÇy and proper Application—the Lon-
gitude;  and  yet  they  that  muÌ  be  my 
MaÌers, know nothing at all of the Mat-
ter, [viz. of Çuch MechaniÇm] * it being as

it

   * But as notwithÌanding will Ìill, as by Pretence 
of Trial, and through the Power inveÌed in them, em-
ploy any who know as little of it,  or about Çuch Me-
chaniÇm as they themÇelves do, an evil CaÇe Çure! 
Their Cambridge and Oxford Mechanicks (as above) 
not reaching that, [the very Soul as it were of the Mat-

ter]
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it were not only repugnant to their Learn-
ing, but withal, as they imagine. the LoÇs 
of a Booty to them, for Dr. Bradley once 
Çaid to me, that if it had not been for my 
Watch, * that he, as jointly with Mr. Ir-
winn, (and, I may Çay, as Opportunity of Ig-
norance then Çerved) could have had 10000l. 
and Ço my MaÌers [or rather improper In-

ÇpeÀors]

ter] but as on the other Hand, or rather as on the con-
trary,  have  writ  and  publiÈed  a  great  deal  of  StuÁ, 
pertaining , as they think, to the Longitude, or at leaÌ 
would have others Ço to believe it to be; whenas it is 
Ìill no farther than as what Mr. WhiÌon did, viz. by 
his throwing up a Bomb [in the dark] at Shooter‘s-Hill, 
[as taking OccaÉon Ço to do Çoon after I came] for the 
which only made or could make a great NoiÇe, and the 
GreatneÇs or Impertinence on their Superfluity, as not 
having any Thing to do in the Matter, [viz. as in their 
Nautical Almanac] can do no better; for, as touching 
the Çame, was they to be aÇked, what is the uÇeful Intent 
at Sea of Çuch a Column therein, or Çuch a Column, or 
Çuch a Column, nay even to 40, &c. in a Month or 
each Month, their AnÇwer in the main could be no 
better than nothing ! as being only a deal of StuÁ, Ço 
as whereby to dazzle the World, for though ever Ço 
true in itÇelf, can have nothing to do with the Longi-
tude at Sea ! O Ìrange, that any of the CommiÚoners 
Èould ÇuÁer themÇelves to be Ço impoÇed upon ! I wiÈ 
not only they, but that all the Nation underÌood it as 
well as I do.

   * The which, by the by, I believe was his Death,  
becauÇe he, as the only amongÌ them, did indeed, 
from his oft  converÉng with me, and Sagacity in the 
Matter, underÌand it, viz. what it was likely to do; 
but Ìill (as previous to his ConjunÀion with Mr. Ir-
winn) Çeemed to be  very Çorry when I  met with any 
DiÂculty, as chiefly in that of the Diamond Pallats: 
No DiÂculty now.
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ÇpeÀors] would Ìill  have People to be in 
Love with Çuch other Things as wherein to 
make the beÌ of [viz. as without the taking 
any Notice of the great Trouble attending] 
muÌ, at leaÌ, be far more, of not even a 
Hundred Times more diÂcult to tell to a 
Degree of Longitude, and that only when 
Opportunities may happen, and Çuch as will 
but be Çeldom, that to tell what‘s o‘Clock 
to a Minute by the Hour-Hand of a Watch. 
This cannot be denied by any. But as here 
to return to the Clock, it muÌ be indeed, 
as at ÄrÌ to get Çuch a Clock to be really or 
truly adjuÌed, i. e. to what it will bear, or 
is  capable of bearing, viz. as  without an-
other of the Çame Sort---no eaÇy Matter to 
be done * and that becauÇe of DeÄciency in,

as

   * There being to be concerned in that Proceeding, 
four  diÁerent  Things,  and  wherein  two of  which (as 
touching the Point) do as it were pretty much conÇpire 
to, or in the Çame PurpoÇe, viz. the CompoÇers of the 
Pallats to relative ReÌ, and the  correÇpondent Curva-
ture  thereto of  the  Cycloid Cheeks.  I  Çay,  theÇe  two 
Things may only as almoÌ be taken as one, viz. in 
their joint EÁeÀs, for Ço far as belongs to this Matter, 
but not quite Ço; and the other two Particulars in the 
CaÇe, are the adjuÌing [viz. by a proper ProviÉon] 
the Wires, or the redoubling of the Wires for Heat and 
Cold in the Pendulum, and the Screw for faÌ and Êow 
in general  at  the  Bottom of the Pendulum. And as 
hence I may Çay, as ReÀiÄcations in theÇe diÁerent 
Things muÌ pertain to the Clock‘s adjuÌing, (viz. as 
at ÄrÌ by the MaÌer Workman) it is or muÌ as there-
fore be a Thing—quite impoÚble to be done to ExaÀ-
neÇs or PerfeÀion, by or from any celeÌial ObÇervations

whatever
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as well as Scarcity of CeleÌial ObÇervations, 
as not being in the Time of adjuÌing, nei-
ther with Frequency nor ExaÀneÇs  to be 
had,  viz.  as  when  moÌ  to  the  PurpoÇe 
wanting. Now this is meaning, as without 
what  is  to  be  done  by  the  Screw at  the 
Bottom of the Pendulum, viz. for faÌ and 
Êow in general, that being an eaÇy Matter, 
viz. when the others are really done; but 
when as after once in that, as well as to be 
in the ÄrÌ Place, in other ReÇpeÀs adjuÌed, 
and to Ìand in the Çame, but proper Place, 
it  will  hold to its Truth, as I  ÇuppoÇe, or 
have, from Experience, ReaÇon to believe 
for Ages; * not meaning but that it may 
be removed from the Place, or a Place of 
Convenience, wherein as at ÄrÌ to be ad-
juÌed, viz. by the Maker, &c. to any other 
proper Place, and there or then [viz. after 
duly Äxed up, or as in other Words, after a 
Ärm  and  skilful  Äxing]  to  be  again  ad-

E                       juÌed,
whatever, no, nor indeed by or from any other Means 
whatever, unleÇs [as here meaning of CourÇe] the Foun-
dation  and  principal  Parts,  or  rather  Principles  of  the 
Clock be to the PurpoÇe as I have Èewn, and could as 
thence Ìill farther Èew.

   * But here, as by the by, I may notify, that a Pro-
feËor, as great as any of the reÌ, and who rudely made 

an  Application  to  me  for  a 
Clock,  ǁ  muÌ  little  think,  as 
from  their  ShortneÇs  in  the 
Matter,  and  great  AbuÇe  of 

me of  what  really  ought to  belong to  the having an 
AÌronomical  Clock,  or  as  otherwiÇe  to  that  PurpoÇe

nothing;

      ǁ  Viz. one of  my MaÌers 
at the Board of Longitude.
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juÌed, Viz. as with reÇpeÀ to faÌ and Êow 
in general, as the Latitude of the Place may 
require; and the which (as above) no great 
DiÄculty; whenas the ÄrÌ, as the far more 
eËential Part or Parts of adjuÌing, muÌ be 
very diÂcult, viz. as when alone to be done 
without another Çuch Clock, and that as the 
beÌ when already adjuÌed, and Ço as where-
by, by the Çeeing of both the Pendulums as 
it  were inÌant,  and as  when at  the Çame 
Time, the Clocks to be the moÌ properly 
placed, viz. one in one Room, and the other 
in another, * yet Ìill, as intimated, to be

at

nothing; for [as otherwiÇe with ReÇpeÀ to the Çame] 
I am very Çure, that I Èould then neither think it, nor 

Änd  it  worth  any  thing  at 
all  in  the  AÁair.  ǁ  But  how 
the  Nation  [or  World]  muÌ 
or will  fairly come at  what  is 
much  better,  or  truly  Ät  for 
this  PurpoÇe,  ought  to  be 
fairly  or  rightly  conÉdered; 

not but that I once thought of giving a Clock to the 
ObÇervatory at  Greenwich,  but  my bad UÇage proved 
too tedious for that; but Ìill, as already hinted, my 
next or Çecond Clock will be Çomewhat better than if it 
had been ÄniÈed Çooner; and if I live to Çee it done, 
that will be my Wages in the Matter; but one would 
think, a MinÌrel at the Play HouÇe is much better oÁ, 
Çave only that this has been my great Delight, and muÌ 
be more noble than his Atchievements.

   * A Chimney being in each, Ço that either one of  
which Rooms may be made warm with Fire, viz. when 
properly Ço to be wanted; and then, if indeed neither 
of the Clocks was adjuÌed, it would be no great DiÂ-
culty to get them both Ço.

      ǁ  They can indeed tell us 
of  what  will  be  the  ReÇult  of 
the Motion or Motions of two 
Marbles  [Çuch  as  Boys  play 
withal]  rapping  or  impinging 
one againÌ the other.
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at any Time, viz. as by a little turning of 
the Eyes in the Door-Ìead, (the Door of 
each Clock-caÇe being opened for the Pur-
poÇe) compared to the 20th Part of a Second, 
or leÇs; but as when (and as very trouble-
Çome and tedious) without this, a right Re-
courÇe to the Stars, the right AÇcenÉon of 
Çuch, as may be the moÌ proper, here to 
obÇerve by, being to be as yearly known, 
or even if not known, yet, as the Rate of 
the Clock‘s going may as thence be aÇcer-
tained, viz. as nearly as Çuch deÄcient Ob-
Çervations [viz. as with reÇpeÀ to this Pur-
poÇe] can be taken or had, muÌ be better 
than the Sun; whence it is Ìill highly to be 
remembered, that this can never be Ço eaÉly, 
nor  Ço  well  acompliÈed,  as  when by  or 
from  the  two  Clocks;  no  Çuch  ObÇerv-
ations can only Çerve or Çuit for the trying 
and correÀing Çuch Clocks as Mr. Graham‘s, 
but  as  whence  to  adjuÌ a  Clock to  Per-
feÀion, [i. e. meaning Çuch a Clock as will 
bear  in  good  EarneÌ  Ço  to  be  done  by] 
could never as thence be done in an Age; 
the Stars indeed will do better than the Sun, 
the Equation Tables not being as yet right, 
no, not in our late famous, or rather [as to 
its  DeÉgn]  infamous  Nautical  Almanac, 
neither, as already implied, can any celeÌial 
ObÇervation  ever be Ço correÀly or Ço ÌriÀly 
made, as not only, for this Matter ought to 
be,  but that as withal,  when moÌ to the 
PurpoÇe wanted; whenas, by a right UÇe of

E 2                              my
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my Clocks, [viz. as when with proper Con-
veniences,  and proper  ApparatuËes]  even 
that  Piece of  AÌronomy [the Equation] 
may hereafter be correÀed, becauÇe as thence 
the Eccentricity of the Earth‘s Orbit, and 
whatever elÇe may pertain to the Matter, 
may be the better known. But it is to be 
underÌood, that my Watch, in its PerfeÀion 
[and as without any Trouble of Äxing, and 
not  as  only  Ço,  but  as  partly  withal,  as 
thence to be attended with far more, of far-
ther UÇefulneÇs, in diÁerent Places than the 
Clock] would be the beÌ for a TranÉt of 
Venus,  &c. was there,  or  be there Çuch a 
Matter as Ìill or as again to be thought to 
be wanted.
   And now, if the Royal Society pleaÇe, I 
will Èew them the Draught of the Clock 
which I have in great Part made, and not 
only the Draught of the Pallats, as in par-
ticular, but alÇo the Pallats themÇelves, in 
order that they may Çee at leaÌ Çome Rea-
Çon for what I found, or might as in Con-
Çequence Änd from Çuch a Contrivance of 
Pallats; but not meaning as only from the 
extraordinary  QualiÄcation  of,  or  in  the 
Çame, but as together from other Things, 
and as beÉdes them the which I have treated 
of; but Ìill, I Çay, the indiÇpenÇable Con-
ÌruÀion of the Çaid Pallats, viz. for their 
Duty as above, and muÌ in ConÇequence, 
or good ReaÇon, be with or from due Pro-
perneÇs in the ExtenÉon of the Periphery of

the
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the Pendulum-Wheel, and the Number of 
Teeth in the Çame [viz. as then anÇwerable, 
in its beating Seconds, to its Revolution of 
4 Minutes] for otherwiÇe (as preÇuppoÇed in 
the Note, begining on Page 25) they could 
not do their Duty, viz. in their Ço properly 
aÀing upon the Pendulum, as muÌ for a nice, 
or true Performance, or as in other Words, 
for a contantly ÌriÀ MenÇuration of Time 
be required; * whence they the Çaid Pallats 
muÌ, I Çay, amongÌ the reÌ, be to the Pur-
poÇe by far the moÌ principal; and this my 
great and worthy Friend Mr. Folkes, in his 
Speech to the Royal Society, [30th Novem-
ber, 1749] in Çome MeaÇure repreÇented; 
but  certainly  it  muÌ,  from  what  I  have 
Èewn, be fairly viÉble, that as in Compari-
Çon thereof, and withal as taking in the bad 
CircumÌance of Oil, or DiÁerence in Fric-
tion [was it, or could it be even without 
Oil] at Çuch a great DiÌance from the Cen-

ter

   * And wherein as withal to be obÇerved, (as inti-
mated Page 11) that the Wheel is but to move a little in 
a Second, [as half the Space of one of its Teeth, the 
which are but Ìraight] but the Pendulum through a 
great Space. But here, as without taking any Notice 
of  this  material  Matter  the  Vibration,  it  is  to  be  re-
membered, that the Length of a Pendulum, as at the 
beÌ,  is  only  as  in  Proportion to  the  Length of  the 
Pallats, or as more properly to the DiÌance at which 
the Wheel aÀs from the Center of Motion of the Pen-
dulum, viz. as without any Thing to be taken as far-
ther therein for the worÇe, as the which is Ìill Ço to be 
notiÄed in  Mr. Graham‘s CaÇe,  and that as not in 
a Çmall Degree.
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ter of Motion of the Pendulum, as in Mr. 
Graham‘s  Way,  and as  together  with  the 
SmallneÇs of the Vibration as cohering there-
with,  that  it  cannot  (I  Çay)  be  otherwiÇe 
looked upon,  but  as  a  Matter or  Matters 
quite  ridiculous,  as  being  even  quite  re-
pugnant to ReaÇon; but a Pendulum, with 
a ProviÉon for Heat and Cold, and from a 
Ärm  SuÇpenÉon,  muÌ  do  Çomething,  but 
certainly in or towards which natural Pro-
perty, it cannot be Çaid that Mr. Graham‘s 
Pallats  can  do  any  Thing,  for  no  worÇe 
Thing could well  be contrived than they 
are, as being only as it were a meer jerting, 
Ìamping, nonÇenÉcal Fancy, * as if Ço de-
Égned, as that the Clock might as thence 
the better be heard to go, as if no Matter 
how it went, or was to go; I Çay this muÌ 
Çeemingly be the CaÇe, whatever OccaÉon 
he might take as otherwiÇe at ÄrÌ to think 
about them; and in the whole, as in Com-
pariÇon to the Account I have given of mine,

one

   * And yet the Çame to have taken Çuch thorough 
Root or PoËeÚon in Men‘s Minds, as that, whatever 
any Man may contrive or do, it muÌ be a-kin thereto, 
or otherwiÇe, the ÄrÌ ObÇervation or Cry will be , that 
it does not beat dead!  a ÇurpriÉng CircumÌance in-
deed! as having nothing at all to do in the Matter, 
viz. as with reÇpeÀ to what muÌ be done, Ço as to af-
ford the Truth, and conÇequently Ço as not to corrupt, 
or as in the leaÌ to baÃe, the natural QualiÄcations of 
the Pendulum, but as that it may have all its advan-
tageous Properties to the PurpoÇe, as from LargeneÇs of 
Vibration, &c. as I have Èewn.
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one would think the Çame muÌ be viÉbly 
bad to any of Judgement, and as even with-
out Experience, [no ÌriÀ Regularity, as I 
have Èewn, being as thence with ReaÇon 
to be expeÀed or aÁorded, at leaÌ for any 
Continuation of  Time.]  But  now,  as  far-
ther, (and as according to my Çame worthy 
Friend Mr. Folkes‘s PrediÀion) it certainly 
is as Ìill more highly to be notiÄed, viz. 
the ConÌruÀion of the Pallats of my now 
Çmall  Machine,  Watch,  or  Time-Keeper 
for the Longitude, * and eÇpecially as in my 
laÌ Drawing, viz. Ço as wherein or whereby 
exaÀly to Çuit in each or all ReÇpeÀs, as well 
as my other Pallats, to the Nature or Pro-
perty of a Pendulum, [viz. more properly 
than as in my ÄrÌ Watch, nay, Çomewhat 
better, or more to the PurpoÇe, than as at 
preÇent in my Çecond Watch] and Ìill  as 
not  to  paÇs  unnotiÄed,  the  Materials  of 
which the Ballance-Wheel and Pallats  re-
peÀively are made, viz. the Wheel of Steel, 
quite hard, and the Pallats of Diamond, and 
as whence, Ço far as I am hitherto able to 
judge, they will hold to their Figures for 
Ages; neither will the Watch in any other 
ReÇpeÀ [but as chiefly from my laÌ Draw-

ing,

   * Viz. where the Vibration, or as Workmen, term it 
CroÚng, muÌ to the PurpoÇe be very large, and Ço as 
thence conÇequently, from its 5 Vibrations in a Second, 
the Weight, but as more eÇpecially from the LargeneÇs 
of the Diameter of the Ballance, its Motion to be very 
quick and powerful, or even as it were boiÌerous, as I 
have Èewn above,  Page 38. 
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ing, and where the Pallats will alÇo be Çome-
what eaÉer to be done] hardly ever be out 
of  Order,  but  as  above,  to  point  out  the 
Time [and that whether at Sea or Land] to a 
Second  in  a  Fortnight;  and  had  not  my 
Proceedings been fooliÈly baÃed, this our 
Nation might certainly have had Çome Be-
neÄt from them before this Time; but as 
on the contrary, meeting with Çuch exreme-
ly ill Treatment, I did, for Çome Time,--- 
even hate to think of Ço much  as ever any 
more  to  occaÉon  one  Wheel  to  turn  an-
other, whenas there is a great deal more than 
what that contains to, to be thought about 
in the Matter; but,  alas!  it  is to be Çup-
poÇed,  as  a  great  Advantage  for  Çuch  ill 
Treatment [or bad Matter] to be, was my 
being neither UniverÉty-man, Knight nor 
Earl,  &c.  inÇomuch,  that  even  an  AÀ of 
Parliament could not poÚbly, or at leaÌ, 
not Ço well, as on my Behalf Ìand good; 
but Ìill I had not, nor muÌ not have any 
Intelligence whether it would or not---until 
Çome Time after my Son was returned from 
his Çecond Voyage, notwithÌanding his be-
ing Çent upon both his Voyages by Virtue 
of the Çaid AÀ, and the Longitude [by my 
Time-Keeper] to be had in each or both of 
them, even to much nearer the Truth than 
what  by  the  Çame  was  required!  A  Äne 
Commendation Çure to the Nation, viz. in 
one ReÇpeÀ, but quite the contrary in an-
other.  But  had  it  been  poÚble  that  the

ProfeËors
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ProfeËors of Arts and Sciences at Cambridge 
and Oxford, as from their high Algebra, 
&c. * could have been able to have diÇcovered 
or to have comprehended Çuch MechaniÇm 
to have been in Nature, as I am now, by 
the  BleÚng  of  God,  MaÌer  of,  viz.  for 
Time-Keeping, and I to have been appriÇed 
of it, [viz. of their knowing that] and Ìill, 
or as notwithÌanding, to have come out of 
the Country from where I did come, and as 
with a Scheme or DeÇcription for Änding 
the Longitude by the Moon, and as when 
the UÇe of which muÌ, and as even at the 
beÌ, or Çeldom Opportunities Ìand, or ra-
ther turn upon Çuch tickle Points or Uncer-
tainties as it muÌ do, †  and of which the 
ProfeËors muÌ hardly, or preÇumptuouÊy 
be Çaid to be ignorant;  what  a  Fool  of  a 
Fellow muÌ I then have been! yea even Ço, 
as neither to have been heard to Çpeak to 
Mr. Graham, nor to any body elÇe, viz. of 
any underÌanding in the Matter; but how-
ever, be it now as it will, if it Ço pleaÇe Al-
mighty  God,  to  continue  my  Life  and

Health

   *  Not  from Divinity,  by  which they  wear  their 
Gowns, for that would but hardly have let them to 
have, or ever to have had any Thing to do in the Mat-
ter.

   † And for which ReaÇon as  above, [Page 44]  Dr. 
Halley gave it over; and as being pleaÇed that Çuch a 
Thing as mine was [to a Public Good] likely to do, [or 
to be brought to bear] promiÇed to Mr. Graham, that, 
as in ConÇequence thereof, he would attend the Board 
of Longitude, rain, Çnow, or blow.
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Health a little longer, they , the ProfeËors 
[or PrieÌs] Èall not hinder me of my Plea-
Çure,  as  from  my  laÌ  Drawings,  viz.  of 
bringing my Watch to a Second in a Fort-
night, I Çay I am reÇolved of this, though 
quite unÇuitable to the UÇage I have had, or 
was ever to expeÀ from them; and when-
as Dr. Bradley once Çaid to me, [not but 
that I underÌood the Çame without his Çay-
ing it] viz. that if Time-keeping could be 
to 10 Seconds in a Week, it would, as with 
reÇpeÀ to the Longitude, be much prefer-
able to any other way or Method. And 
Ço, as I do not now mind the Money, [as 
not having OccaÉon to do Ço, and withal as 
being weary of that] the Devil may take 
the PrieÌs; for Dr. Bradley owned to me, 
that as otherwiÇe in the Matter, there might 
be always Errors in the Tables; always Er-
ror,  viz.  in Çome ReÇpeÀ or other in the 
making  or  preparing  an  InÌrument;  al-
ways  Error  in  the  obÇerving;  and always 
Error from the RefraÀion; and as more-
over owned, that as Ìill in the whole, a lit-
tle Variation from the Truth [and as with-
out taking any Notice of what was to come 
from the Performance of a common Watch, 
its Çetting, &c.] might be of extremely ill 
ConÇequence  in  the  AÁair;  and  yet  it 
Çeemed that,  for  the Love of  Money,  he 
could  even  have  broke  through all!  And 
now the ParÇons Ìill  want  to prefer  Çuch 
the Çame Method for the Longitude, viz. Çuch

as
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as will always be attended with very great 
DiÂculties and Uncertainties,  and beÉdes 
the very troubleÇome and tedious Calcula-
tions, which muÌ as thereunto belong, and 
as wherein to be liable to MiÌake, * and 
conÇequently may Çometimes or often times, 
as from the whole, be attended with great 
Damage;  I  Çay,  for  the  Love  of  Money, 
they the ProfeËors or PreiÌs want to prefer 
this, above what may be done with EaÇe 
and  PleaÇure,  and  with  pretty  great  Fre-
quency to a great Degree of ExaÀneÇs, [for 
if the Love of Money cannot be Çaid to be 
the CaÇe, they muÌ be no better than as if 
out  of  their  SenÇes,  for  certainly  ParÇons 
would never concern themÇelves at Çuch a 
Rate, or in Çuch a Manner, if Money was 
not  at  the  Bottom.]  But  now,  as  Expe-
rience in any Thing is the beÌ Proof of its 
UÇefulneÇs,  GoodneÇs,  &c.---When  Mr. 
Charles Green [one of the beÌ ObÇervers] 
and my Son come together from Barbadoes, 
along with Captain Manley, and though for 
the  moÌ  Part  Äne  Weather  during  the 
Voyage, yet Mr. Green, as only on the Day 
Time, attempted to make ObÇervations, and 
that as at the Time, or at Çuch a Time as 
when the Sun and Moon were in Çuch Situ-
ation with ReÇpeÀ to each other,  viz.  as

when

   * As was the CaÇe in one of the two ObÇervations,  
the which Mr. Green could only make as below, [as 
was  proved  Ço  to  be  from my  Watch]  and  through 
which MiÌake, he Çweat at his Figures for Çome Hours.
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when in DiÌance betwixt 40 Degrees and 
100, or not much exceeding either Way, 
and as when in the Çaid Time, the Horizon 
happened to be, or to prove, right properly 
clear for the PurpoÇe, and as then, from his 
making Çeveral Attempts, viz. as only in that 
advantageous CaÇe, or Çeldom Opportunity, 
(no Attempt by the Stars to be made, al-
though  as  the  moÌ  from  thence  to  be 
wanted, for if there had, or he had made 
any Çuch Attempt, it would have been much 
worÇe,  my Watch being  there)  got  in  all 
with  much  DiÂculty,  two  ObÇervations, 
whenas in the whole Voyage, there were 
but 3 or 4 Days on which my Son could not 
as with EaÇe by the Watch have ObÇerved, 
had it been neceËarily Ço required; but the 
Parliament never Çaw, or was ever let to 
hear or know any Thing of this, or of Çuch 
as this, whenas Çuch is or was more material 
to  be  known  than  all  the  reÌ,  as  about 
which Ço great a Stir was made; no Trials 
of  the  Performance  of  my  Watch  at  Sea 
needing to be made, or at leaÌ no Çuch te-
dious or troubleÇome Trials as were made, 
and the BuÉneÇs as in ConÇequence to have 
been Çooner got over, could any right Under-
Ìanding been had in the Matter; or as in 
other Words,  the Nature of  Çuch Mecha-
niÇm to have been truly comprehended, and 
the AÀ of Parliament Ço to have permitted 
it;  for  then,  I  Çay,  no Trials  would have 
been neceËary, Çave only Çuch as muÌ be-

long
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long to its adjuÌing; not meaning adjuÌ-
ing  by  an  AdjuÌing-Plate,  as  in  Çuch 
Watches as hitherto common, Çuch a Thing 
as that not having any Thing at all to do in 
the Matter; but there are other Things as 
pertaining to the Watch here, as well as to 
the Pendulum-Clock above, and the which 
I have not as yet, viz. as in this other CaÇe, 
the Ballance, got exaÀly right, conÇequently 
not Ço truly or ÌriÀly to bear to Çuch an 
adjuÌing as what the farther Improvement 
which I have Çpoken of, will render it capa-
ble of doing, as not yet having had proper 
Opportunity for it, and that as chiefly be-
cauÇe of the Trouble and Hindrance which 
the  Lunar-Men  occaÉoned  me  to  have; 
but Mr. Ludlum [an UniverÉty Gentleman] 
Çays, that I have had Time enough, whenas 
it  would  have  been  hard  to  Çay  whether 
there would ever have been Time enough, 
viz. to bring, or to have brought, this Çmall 
Machine, my Watch, to what it is capable 
of bearing, and that is to Çuch a Truth, as I 
myÇelf at ÄrÌ, as well as others, (nay, Mr. 
Ludlum himÇelf) could think no other, but 
to have been— as quite impoÚble, [a Second 
in a Fortnight] but now I am Çure it can be 
Matter  of  FaÀ.  *  I  Çay  this  might  have

been

   * But as in ÇuppoÉng this nice AccompliÈment [or 
the Parts from whence this Truth is to be as chiefly 
from] not to be truly hit upon in every Watch, but as 
in now and then one to  be a little  wrong,  inÇomuch,

that
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been the CaÇe, had it not pleaÇed God that 
I have  lived Ço long; and as Ìill to my far-
ther Improvement, I may not perhaps hit it 
quite right at the ÄrÌ, but that Çome Ex-
periments may be to be as Ìill for a little 
Time waited for; * but when once in this,

the

that the Watch may as thence Çometimes vary 4 Se-
conds in a Fortnight; yet Ìill, certainly that will  be a 
doing its BuÉneÇs well; but if more wide than Ço, it 
may then be looked upon even as to be done in a care-
leÇs Manner, or by a PerÇon or PerÇons unqualiÄed for 
the PurpoÇe; but perhaps it may withal be Ço fooliÈly 
contrived, or varied in its ConÌruÀion, as to aim at 
its coming cheaper, or to be Çooner done; whenas, to 
have the Longitude to Çuch PerfeÀion or ExaÀneÇs, 
muÌ be deÇerving of any Thing, and as in ConÇequence 
thereof, [viz. of Çuch great Safety in the Matter] no-
thing ought to be wanting, neither conÇequently any 
Çuch proper Conveniences, Ço as whereby Çuch Watches 
or  Time-Keepers  may the moÌ certainly be  adjuÌed; 
not implying [or meaning at all] the adjuÌing of Çuch 
foreign, or nonÇenÉcal Things to the Matter, as about 
which Ço great a Stir or NoiÇe has been made; neither 
of  Çuch other Imaginations  as would Ìill  be abortive, 
although as whence pretending to Èew how far the 
Thing may be carried, and that as when moreover, or 
notwithÌanding, the SillineÇs therein, viz. as pertaining 
to the tacking about in a brisk Gale.

   *  But as  thus withal,  from the Series  of  Experi-
ments, which I as laÌ, through Length of Time, &c. 
have been able to make, I can boldly Çay or aÂrm, that 
it is fairly demonÌable, [but I think it neither proper 
or neceËary here to Çpecify that DemonÌration] that 
no Time-Keeper, whether in the Pendulum Way, or 
in that of the Ballance, can ever be able [through any 
ArtiÌ whatever] to go any higher, or to better mine, 
the which, as is fairly to be proved, was far from being 
the  CaÇe  with  Mr.  Graham.  Nor  could  Mr.

Maskelyne,
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the laÌ Point rightly acquired, may eaÉly 
be done hereafter, and the Watch will per-
form as I have Çaid above, viz. Ço as never to 
decieve the Mariners any Thing material in 
their ObÇervations, [viz. as when in their 
taking the Altitude of the Sun, for Änding

the

MaÇkelyne, was he to keep my Watch ever Ço long, 
ever be able to direÀ how to make it better, no, not Ço, 
although the ÄrÌ, and certainly to aÁord Room for a 
much better to be; but, I Çay, was he to Çet himÇelf 
upon Çuch a Ìrange or foreign Thing, viz. as not only 
with ReÇpeÀ to his Learning, but as withal contrary to 
his Bent and IntereÌ, he could never arrive in the Mat-
ter at a  quod erat demonÌrandum, no, neither that it 
could be, or not be, as I am now Çure, in the AÂrm-
ative, to be the CaÇe with me, yea, as Çurely as that the 
Properties of a Circle, and them of Triangles, &c. muÌ 
hold good to Eternity. And indeed it has ever been my 
Delight to Çearch after, and to come up to PerfeÀion if 
poÚble, yea, whether I Èould have had any Thing 
for my Labour or not, and not, I Çay, as only baÇely or 
Çneakingly, or as with Uncertainty, to come up with in 
the Bounds of the AÀ of Parliament. And for the which 
PerfeÀion, or Safety of Ships, &c. I have indeed had a 
long deal  of  Labour,  but,  I  thank God,  I  have got it 
thorough; whenas  no other PurÇuit,  as rightly to the 
PurpoÇe, will ever be got thorough , and though as with 
its having already been a Work in Hand for Ages, yet 
Ìill,  as  thence  to  the  Matter,  or  as  notwithÌanding 
whatever may at any Time be wrote or Çchemed about 
it, and though ever Ço trite in itÇelf, or in Theory, I Çay 
ever Ço true, yet Ìill can but be as upon a bad or dubious 
Foundation, viz. as touching any Truth or Certainty 
of the Longitude at Sea; and therefore the more there 
is  of  it,  and Ìill  more to  be  wanted,  the  worÇe  as  in 
ConÇequence it muÌ be to be liked, or as thence to be 
relied upon.
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the Longitude] * and,I think, all ought to 
be pleaÇed, in that it hath Ço pleaÇed God 
that I have had Çuch Length of Life, &c. 
wherein  to  bring  Ço  noble  and  uÇeful  a 
Thing to Çuch great PerfeÀion, yea even to 
nearly the Truth itÇelf; †  but Ìill the Pro-
feËors or PrieÌs as  above]  muÌ abÇurdly 
think, that the Money would be better to 
them, than this [or Çuch Things as mine] 
can be to the Nation, for they wanted Ço to 
influence  the  Parliament,  as  to  have  my 
Money, notwithÌanding what  the Watch 
had  done! ‡ And  now  I  am  Çure,  from

my

   * But here it may be noted, that what will Çome-
times render an ObÇervation in this CaÇe to be 2 or 3 
Miles wrong, will or may by the Moon make it as ma-
ny Degrees wrong, viz. RefraÀion was parallax, &c. 
not to be intermingled.

   † But it is to be underÌood, that to get Çuch  a Lon-
itude-Watch adjuÌed, viz. to what it will be capable 
of bearing, is not to be done [in any reaÇonable Time] 
by one or more of Mr. Graham‘s Clocks, nor indeed 
from or by any ObÇervation whatever, Çave only as by 
or from the Performance of Çuch a Clock as mine; con-
Çequently any proper Place, or proper Places Ço fur-
niÈed, viz. with Çuch a Piece or Pieces of Furniture,  
muÌ, where properly wanted, be of very great Utility 
indeed;  yea,  certainly,  far  to  ÇurpaÇs  in  UÇefulneÇs,  or 
HighneÇs of UÇe, all other ObÇervations in the World.

   ‡ But what muÌ theÇe men be Çaid to be done by, 
when the Thing was done [viz. Ço far as to fulÄl the 
AÀ of Parliament] before they began ? and that in the 
beÌ Manner that was, or is in Nature ever to be wiÈed 
for, but as not withÌanding, would not let it, viz. as in

the
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my laÌ Improvement, that by or from the 
Performance of a Watch of Çuch a Size as 
may  be  bore  with  in  the  Pocket,  [but  I 
Èould not adviÇe for it always to be kept 
there]—the Longitude may be had, and that 
to a much greater Certainty or ExaÀneÇs, 
as  well  as  with  far  more  EaÇe  and  Fre-
quency, than ever it will, or can be, by the 
Moon, conÇequently the more by far to be 
relied upon.
  Now, in the former Part of this Book, I 
have treated about Matters pertaining to the 
StriÀneÇs  of  meaÇuring  Time;  and  have 
Èewn the DeÄciencies of Çuch Means as 
Mr. Graham had taken or made UÇe of for 
that PurpoÇe; and I have alÇo treated of the 
improper, troubleÇome, erroneous—tedious 
Method, which the ProfeËors at Cambridge 
and Oxford would have to be for the Lon-
gitude at Sea:  And now I am about to treat 
of another Concern, the which happened to

F                                  fall

the whole he paid for, but thought it the more proper 
to rob the Proprietor of Half his Wages.   WhiÌon was 
piËed on and Ditton Èit on, but Çurely  theÇe Men 
ought to be beÇmear‘d or beÇpatter‘d with both, who, 
after the Longitude was had by a good and eaÇy Way, 
wanted  to  have  it  from a  very  troubleÇome,  tedious, 
diÂcult and uncertain endleÇs Method! or rather as 
from uncertain endleÇs Methods! For, beÉdes as from 
the Moon, from Jupiter‘s Satelites, the which, as with 
ReÇpeÀ to our needful PurpoÇe of Longitude, are not 
worth mentioning; but Ìill,  or  as notwithÌanding, 
they certainly muÌ, by the Hand of Providence, be 
Highly Created, as well as the Moon for Çomething elÇe; 
and therefore they Èould rather have told us—for what.
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fall in my way, and the which [at leaÌ to 
the Royal Society of London, for the Im-
provement of Natural Knowledge in every 
ReÇpeÀ]  muÌ  be  well  worth  regarding 
when rightly conÉdered [at leaÌ I think it 
ought to be Ço] as being Ço Çecret a DiÇco-
very; and that is the really true Scale, or 
BaÉs  of  MuÉck;  Énce  for  which  Know-
ledge, the MuÉcians might have played, or 
Äddled for ever, and tuned, or have had the 
Organ turned wrong in the Church for ever, 
and the muÉcal Part of the Mathematicians 
might have reaÇoned as they have done, and 
wrote  about  it  for  ever,  and  never  have 
found upon what Foundation the Truth of 
the Matter exiÌed; and here, as in the ÄrÌ 
Place, it may not be improper as in parti-
cular to remark, that Mr. Huggens was, in 
his ConjeÀure, a great deal wrong; and my 
friend Dr. Smith [MaÌer of Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge] not knowing that I had 
had any Thing to do in the Matter, though 
he  and  I  had  been  pretty  intimately  ac-
quainted for  two Years,  and had known 
each other much longer, and as Mr.Graham 
afterwards told me, that he (the DoÀor) 
had then had his Book, viz. upon this Sub-
jeÀ the Scale  of  MuÉck under  Hand for 
longer than this time; but as Änding reaÇon 
to think, viz. as from or upon an accidental 
Conference which happened betwixt him 
and me, that I was in the right, Çaid, that 
he would drop his Book, and that I might

make
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make the beÌ of mine, but inÌead of that, 
did Çome Time after, alter (viz. rather per-
haps than to loÇe his Labour) from what he 
had grounded his Work upon, and Ço as to 
come as near to me, as he himÇelf afterwards 
told me DemonÌration would let him, and 
then publiÇhed it; whenas it is certain, that 
if he had not happened to have converÇed 
with me about the Matter, he had printed 
his Book upon his ÄrÌ Ground or Principle, 
and then had been demonÌratively Çure of 
its  being  right,  whenas  it  was  far  from 
being Ço, though not Ço far as Mr. Huggens‘s 
ConjeÀure was before him; and it is certain 
that  neither  Theory,  DemonÌration,  nor 
algebraical ReaÇoning can have any Thing 
to do in the Matter, his own Proceedings 
being even a Proof to the contrary, for had 
Çuch in  the  CaÇe  been  FaÀ,  Why did  he 
alter? or rather, How could he have found 
Room or OccaÉon to have altered?  And as 
Ìill  farther to remain a little wrong, not-
withÌanding his Alteration or Amendment; 
and as moreover to expreÇs what paËed be-
twixt  him and  me,  in  his  Preface  to  his 
Book,  much  wrong,  inÌead  of  his  being 
pleaÇed that there was, or is indeed, a Ärm 
and true Foundation of MuÉck; but that, 
or all this, was not the worÌ Jarr that hap-
pened betwixt him and me, for, as I could 
not adhere to him in the CaÇe, he afterwards 
turned from being my Friend in the Longi-
tude AÁair, to his being therein no better

F 2                              than
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than  an  Enemy,  and  perhaps  (as  already 
hinted) in fearing that he Èould through 
me loÇe his Labour, or that his Book Èould 
become of low EÌeem, viz. from my Foun-
dation or DiÇcovery of the Scale of MuÉck, 
as  being  indeed  the  only  right  one,  and 
Èould  therefore  as  in  ConÇequence  be 
Ìronger than his;  *  for indeed his neither 
is, nor can be, any better than as an arbi-
trary ConcluÉon, for, as touching Melody, 
the chief Matter, it will not aÁord a Tune, 
when ÌriÀly put in Executuion, to any right 
or true Content; neither, as touching Har-
mony, will the Äne Chords, the Sharp 6ths 

and Flat 3ds, rightly bear with his DiviÉon 
or Allotment (this is meaning after his Al-
ternation) whatever he might judge in either 
ReÇpeÀ from mean or falÇe Experiments to 
the contrary, and his Çaying as near as De-
monÌration would let him; the whole Mat-
ter [as I have veriÄed, and can at any Time 
verify]  being  as  otherwiÇe  eÌabliÈed  by 
Providence,  for  I  am very  Çure  [and  was 
then] from the moÌ ÌriÀ Experience that 
can poËibly be made or had, that my Foun-
dation  is  true,  and  that  it  is  impoËible 
[from the Nature and NiceneÇs of the Sub-
jeÀ] for  any Thing elÇe  in the World to 
deÄne the Matter; nay, beÉdes myÇelf,  it 
has been allowed or atteÌed by Çeveral Mu-
Écal Gentlemen, OrganiÌs, &c. who heard

the

   *  So he Çeemed, as it were, determined to keep me 
weak, if he could.
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the ReÇult [of, or upon what it is grounded] 
to be in Reality PerfeÀion itÇelf, whenas he 
[the DoÀor] was Ço obÌinate in the Matter 
as not to be prevailed upon—by all the in-
viting, or entreating Speeches that I could 
make, to come to hear it! viz. after I had 
ÇuÂciently provided for proving the Truth 
of the Thing! [viz. more ÇuÂciently than 
what  I  had  done  from the  ÄrÌ!]  And in-
deed, the chief Head or ConÇequence in the 
Scale of MuÉck, viz. the Intervals of Me-
lody, are as I may aËert them truly Çweet, 
or  mathematically  perfeÀ,  though  never 
before were thought to be Ço, or that there 
was Çuch a Field in Nature as wherein they 
could be So, but a fooliÈ Imagination Çure!
Since  a  good  Voice  never  fails,  but  can 
always, and without any DiÂculty, turn 
oÁ a Tune, or even a Piece of Tune, truly, 
viz. as without any Regard to the Key, as 
hath been fooliÈly advanced, and as even 
by Dr.  Smith could not  be;  nor  indeed 
could it be, if the PerfeÀion of the Intervals 
of Melody were as the muÉcal Part of the 
Mathematicians have thought they would be 
beÌ, could they be Ço had or admitted; as 
for InÌance, was the PerfeÀion of the 5th 

[as an Interval of Melody] to be as 3 to 2 
exaÀ, the Thing [ObjeÀion or SuppoÉtion] 
would  be  right,  but,  as  Ço,  a  good Voice 
never yet took it, nor never will nor can, 
becauÇe,  if  it  did,  it  would  be  very  un-
pleaÇant,  or even ugly, viz. too wide con-

F 3                     Éderably,
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Éderably, * or as more eÇpecially to be noti-
Äed, the 4th to be taken by the Voice, or 
by Voices quite out of Tune wide, viz. as 
with regard  to  Harmony,  or  to the Har-
mony of 4 to 3 [it is not bearing in that Re-
ÇpeÀ Ço much as the 5th ] and whereas true 
Melody requires it Ço to be, and to which 
the Voice naturally adheres, yea if it wanted 
to take no more than as  the Interval of 
one  Éngle  4th,  † and  Ìill  again,  as  with 
ReÇpeÀ to Harmony, [viz. as  in that ex-
treme Èarp State] to what amazing FineneÇs 
it is when the Èarp 6th [viz. as when alÇo 
in its reÇpeÀive properneÇs of Latitude Èarp] 
is founded co-temporaneous with it, as I 
can now at any Time, and in each of theÇe 
ReÇpeÀs, certify from inÌrumental Expe-
rience, viz. to any who may be proper to 
hear the Çame, and as thence conÇequently 
produce a Proof, that there cannot be in the 
Scale  of  MuÉck,  or  that  the  Voice  can 
never have any Thing to do with Çuch chi-
merical Notes or Intervals, as Tones Major

and

    *  But then (as in ÇuppoÉng that the CaÇe) the out-
of-tune UglineÇs or UnpleaÇantneÇs (I am Çpeaking as 
with ReÇpeÀ to Melody) would be judged, as accord-
ing to the common Notion of the World [and that for 
Want of accurate Experiments in the AÁair] to be as 
then, from its not being as exaÀly as 3 to 2, but wider.

   † And here it may be notiÄed, That four 4ths  and a 
Èarp 3rd, each in the  State nonÇenÉcally  Ìiled perfeÀ, 
will not make two OÀaves, no, not by a good deal; 
whenas  four  natural  4 ths, and  a  natural  Èarp  3rd, 
both muÌ and will exaÀly do it.
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and Minor as imagined of old; Ço the Sym-
metry therefore as implied, of all the true 
Intervals  of  Melody,  and  muÌ in  conÇe-
quence thereof be alÇo the moÌ rational, 
or graceful Chords of Harmony, can have 
nothing to do with  Çuch arbitary Conjec-
tures as have been advanced (viz. as accord-
ing to Holder‘s harmonical NonÇenÇe in the 
AÁair,  Çurfeiting  StuÁ Çure!  though  he 
Çpeaks of it with great Admiration) but are 
on the contrary, and as I have veriÄed from 
due Experience, Çecretly grounded upon the 
true Relation, or as  ÌriÀly touching this 
Matter,  may  be  Çaid  amazing  Proportion 
which the Diameter and Radius of a Circle 
bear reÇpeÀively to the Circumference; viz. 
as thus, As the Diameter and Radius of a 
Circle bear reÇpeÀively to the Circumfe-
rence;  Ço  do  the  Èarp  3rd,  and  as  here 
properly Çpeaking, larger Note bear reÇpec-
tively to the OÀave (no Tones Major and 
Minor being in Nature, as of old imagined) 
and  from  hence  all  the  others  are  gene-
rated, have you as many Keys, viz. by Flats 
and Sharps, as you pleaÇe; *  I Çay, as thence

F 4                                  in
 
   *  But here it may be noted, that there can be no 
OccaÉon for Ço many Flats and Sharps in an Organ 
for a Church, viz. any farther than for what Key the 
WhimÉes of the OrganiÌs may want to play their Vo-
luntaries,  &c.  in,  viz.  Things  that  need  not  to  be 
played there at all; Time in Divine Service, being to 
be  otherwiÇe  employed,  and  that,  as  not  only  more 
Çuitably,  but even as more takingly to  the PurpoÇe Ço to

be
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in the Whole, [and that as from the moÌ 
ÌriÀ Experience,  viz.  as  by  or  from the 
moÌ ÌriÀly due ApparatuËes to the Pur-
poÇe,] are generated to a mathematical De-
gree of SweetneÇs, if I may Ço term it, as 
well  as  to  be  a  ÇurpriÉng  mathematical 
Degree in Proportion, as being Çeemingly 
from a Thing quite foreign to the Matter, 
yet  Ìill  a  wonderfully  Ìrong,  and  Ìable 
Foundation  indeed!  But  certainly,  as  the 
Works of God are in all ReÇpeÀs perfeÀ, 
Ço his PraiÇe, as far as may ever be in Rela-

tion

be done. But indeed, a more Çuitable ConÌruÀion of 
the Organ muÌ be highly neceËary, or elÇe, a ConÇort 
of good PÇalm-Singers muÌ ever be diÇobliged by it, or 
not come there, or to where it is at all, Énce there Per-
formances as thence, could but  Çeldom be as it were 

truly  genuine,  or  naturally 
good; ǁ but notwithÌanding 
as  in,  or  as  with  ReÇpeÀ to 
that  CaÇe,  as  Çuch  the  Çaid 
Performances are not as now 
to  be  heard,  neither  to  be 
remembered,  that,  viz.  the 

Congregations, with the Charity Children, and in their 
paltry  piece-meal,  hodge-podge  Manner,  can bawl  or 
Çquawl away along with the Organ, as if  Çuch the  Çaid 
Children were the moÌ proper InÌruments, or AËiÌ-
ants, for, or to the PurpoÇe, and are  Çometimes  Çet at 
Çuch a Pitch, with, or by the Organ (although but 
one part  Çung) as to be even  Ät to  Çplit one‘s Head (an 
AbÇurdity Çure) yet Ìill I Çay, to be as Ço thought the 
moÌ proper; but ‘tis not Ço thought to be the CaÇe at 
the Play-HouÇe, viz. as with Children there; but cer-
tainly,  God Almighty  never  intended  that  Çuch the 
latter Èould ever excel or over-Çet the former.

   ǁ  And I Èould have thought 
this  ought,  as  Ço  highly  neceÇ-
Çary  for  good  PÇalmody  in  a 
Church,  to  have  been  Dr. 
Smith‘s  Study  [as  a  ParÇon] 
rather  than  the  Extravagancy 
of Ço many Keys.
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tion to this [not meaning the Play-HouÇe] 
muÌ require it to be Ço too; *   but Ìill Ço long 
as the Foundation of MuÉck lay hid in Çe-
cret, unknown of to the World, as alÇo the 
knowledge  of  Çuch  nice  Preparations  or 
Ways of proceeding as might or muÌ be re-
quired, in or for its VeriÄcation, i. e. Ço as 
whereby to know whether it was or was not, 
or might at any Time, really be diÇcovered 
or not viz. whenever, or if ever that was, 
or could be Ço deemed as likely to be the 
CaÇe; but I Çay, Ço long as it lay hid, the 
ConÇequence was, that it did not Çeem to 
have any abÇolute or real Foundation at all; 
for, as in the muÉcal Part of the Mathema-

ticians,

   * And to which PurpoÇe as it muÌ be, that in or from 
his Completion of Humane Voices, they do not want 
as I have  Èewn, to take or make UÇe of Çuch nonÇenÉ-
cally perfeÀ Intervals as have been Ço weakly or fooliÈly 
imagined; for certainly, any one Note, whenever taken 
in any Tune or LeËon of MuÉck, and that whether by 
the Voice or upon an InÌrument, ought always to be 
at exaÀly the  Çame Pitch as with ReÇpeÀ to the reÌ, 
whereas, if Çuch WeakneÇs as intimated could take place, 
that would not be, nor conÇequently MuÉck to any have 
any Scale at all; but Ìill, for the Sake as it were of 
Çuch  as  that,  it  all  along  hitherto  Ço  happened,  that 
Violence, as with ReÇpeÀ to natural  Harmony, was in 
Çome MeaÇure  put  [as  thought for  the  better]  to  prey 
upon Nature in tuning the Organ, &c. And whereas or 
as when, what was done for the beÌ, as with quite a 
contrary Drift thereto, the Whole being thereby for the 
worÇe aÁeÀed, and that as not in a very Çmall Degree, 
and yet the great Mr. Handel among the reÌ [as not 
diÇcovering the Matter] had his Organ and HarpÉchord 
Ço tuned.
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ticians, Änding in Computation, or in what 
they called Theory, a DefeÀ of what they 
denominated a Comma, and to be as a Thing 
unavoidable  in the Matter,  they thought 
that the Beauty, or PerfeÀion of MuÉck, 
muÌ in Çome MeaÇure be as thereby loÌ or 
prevented; whenas it is through the Çame 
that it is indeed MuÉck, and that to Perfec-
tion, yea far ÇurpaËing our Imagination, as 
from the Whole of this DeÇcription is ma-
nifeÌly to be perceived, and conÇequently 
the World to be but little obliged to Philo-
Çophy here, viz. in condemning the Perfec-
tion of the Thing, or the WiÇdom of God 
therein; but however they wanted to cloke 
that DeÄciency [as they thought it to be] 
as much as they could, as thinking that it 
was, or muÌ be always in Çome MeaÇure, 
nay in great MeaÇure, Ço done by [or that it 
permitted  Ço  to  be  done  by]  or  elÇe  the 
Thing [Çave only as hereafter through MiÇ-
take upon the Violin and Violincello] could 
not be Ço Äne or taking as it was, viz. to be 
cloked by various DiÌributions of Çuch and 
Çuch Parts of the Çaid Comma, to Çuch and 
Çuch Chords  of  Harmony,  and as  at  the 
Çame Time, without knowing what Portion 
of which, each Chord reÇpeÀively, as touch-
ing the Matter, would bear; nay thought 
indeed, that Çuch and Çuch a Chord as with 
ReÇpeÀ to Harmony [not regarding, or no-
tifying what might belong to Melody altho‘

the
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the  chief]  would  bear  the  moÌ [or  the 
greateÌ Share in that DefeÀ, as was thought 
to be the CaÇe by Dr. Smith, viz. before he 
converÇed with me] whereas the which in 
Reality [or as on the contrary, under that 
SuppoÉtion]  will  bear  the  leaÌ.  Strange 
conjeÀuring Çure! as being in ConÇequence 
without any Çuitable Experience to the Pur-
poÇe ! and yet to prevail through  Ages ! and 
as moreover, with the reÇpeÀive Bearing of 
the Èarp 3rd, or the ReÇult of that as with 
ReÇpeÀ to Melody [or as even to the De-
ÌruÀion of Melody] quite the contrary Way. 
viz.  Èarp  inÌead of  flat!  But  indeed the 
moÌ Part took it from the reÌ for granted, 
as Ço and Ço to be, viz. without thinking, 
or properly experiencing the Matters at all; 
nay, indeed to make Experiments, as tho-
roughly to the PurpoÇe, was quite out of the 
Way or Power of any of them [or of all the 
Learning or Knowledge heretofore in the 
World]; but to proceed, and though ever 
Ço far beyond our ReaÇon, I do again certify, 
nay avouch or aÂrm, and that as without 
any Notice at all of the feigned Term of a 
Comma, that the Intervals of Melody [the 
prinicpal Matter] are from the Circle &c. 
as here above advanced, turned oÁ exaÀly 
true, or ÌriÀly perfeÀ, i.e. as without any 
the leaÌ Bearing, DefeÀ or Infringement at 
all, viz. as with ReÇpeÀ to the moÌ true, 
or natural  Steps of any Tune; whenas on

the
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the contrary, in the taking a few of them 
[viz. by a true conÌruÀed Monochord] ac-
cording to what we Èould think would, or 
ought to be perfeÀ [I Çay a few of them, 
for all cannot Ço be] each Çure one in itÇelf, 
as with ReÇpeÀ to Melody, will then have 
Çuch a Bearing, or be  Ço untrue or out of 
Tune, as not to be bore withal, yea Ço, be-
Édes the utter  deÌruÀion of  all  the reÌ; 
hence if the tuning of an InÌrument, but as 
moÌ to be notiÄed the tuning of an Organ, 
be falÇe, or varied from the ReÇult of the 
Circle as I have Èewn [as indeed it has hi-
therto all along been, and that in a pretty 
great Degree, excepting through me, as of 
late, that Çome Tuners have altered] it is not 
at leaÌ Ät for a PÇalm-Tune or Anthem; 
for I am very Çure, that in its diÁering there-
from it cannot aÁord a Tune any more or 
better than a Viol, &c. otherwiÇe fretted can 
do, and that is as nothing to the PurpoÇe, 
viz. in either Anthem, PÇalm, or Song Tune; 
but  Ìill,  as without the Proof, AÚÌance, 
or Application of a perfeÀ Monochord, * viz. 
of Çuch a one as I have conÌruÀed, and di-
vided upon the true Foundation here Èewn; 
or rather as the more eaÇy, or as the moÌ 
conveniently  to  be  done,  viz.  as  by  the

Help

   * Nay, for this PurpoÇe or all true PurpoÇes, there  
muÌ as in the ÄrÌ Place be two Monochords, in Order 
as whence, by proper Means or Trials  to prove the 
Truth of the String, or of each String.
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Help of a proper Set of Forks tuned the 
moÌ ÌriÀly to Çuch a Monochord, for by 
which, the Çaid Forks or each Fork can 
be tuned to the thouÇandth Part of a Note 
or leÇs; *   and I think, that by a proper UÇe 
of  Fire, viz. at a proper DiÌance from the 
Organ, and as hence by means of a Ther-
mometer near, or not far from the Organ, 
that the Çame may be kept to the Degree of 
temperate heat [viz. to 55] for during Çuch 
a Time as may be required for Tuning, by 
the Forks [meaning the Çame to be of a Çuf-
Äcient large Size for  the PurpoÇe]  all  the 
Pipes included in the OÀave, viz. in what 
is called the Principal; or at leaÌ Ço long, 
as by proper or due Management of the 
Fire [as from ÌriÀly obÇerving by the Ther-
mometer] as that Çome of them, as in chief, 
may be Ço truly tuned, viz. Ço as whence or 
whereby  to  be  Checks  upon  Çuch  Pro-
ceeding or Proceedings as may be thought 
neceËary,  or  more  expedient  to the  Pur-
poÇe; † but  I  Çay,  that  without  Çome-

thing

   * Nay, if a Set of Forks Ço tuned, could be properly, 
or duly Ìruck, how Çweetly would they play a PÇalm-
Tune—Êowly;  nay  if  in  two,  three,  or  four  Parts, 
nothing in the World to beat  them; a Monochord or 
Monochords, as under the Çame, or Çuch-like Circum-
Ìances, to be excepted.

   †  And by the Çaid Forks [viz. of a leËer Size] the 
HarpÉchord and Spinet can alÇo be Ço truly tuned, that 
Çome Players, as well as others, have Çaid, that they 
never did hear the HarpÉchord, &c. before.
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thing in this Way, it muÌ be a very diÂcult 
Matter to have it right, or exaÀly tuned, 
yea though what is here above treated of be 
the very Voice of Nature, it not being to 
be expeÀed, was there nothing elÇe in the 
Matter,  but  that  Variations,  or  FalÇenes, 
muÌ ariÇe or happen in the Proceeding by 
5ths,  as  according  to  Dr.  Smith;  but  the 
DoÀor Çays in his Book that  the Voice Part 
of an Anthem ought not to be played upon 
the Organ, whereas, I  Èould think it the 
moÌ material, or elÇe it might be very imma-
terial to have an Organ in a Church, and 
there for a PÇalm-Tune, the which requires 
the greateÌ Truth of all; but however, be 
it as it will, our OrganiÌs generally there 
take Care to blind ImperfeÀions with Çuch 
StuÁ as does not at all belong to the Matter; 
but certainly a Tune ought, as in the  ÄrÌ 
Place, to be diÌinÀly a Tune, and conÇe-
quently in a Çpecial Manner, far from Çuch 
NonÇenÇe as is uÇually played before they 
begin  to  Éng,  viz.  as  from  whence,  but 
hardly to be known what Tune they are to 
Éng, and therefore it would be much better 
if ImperfeÀions did not want blinding, or to 
be blinded! But indeed, the PÇalms in ge-
neral, upon other Accounts [viz. for want of 
better DiÇcipline than that what there is, and 
in which DefeÀ the ParÇons are much in fault] 
are no better than Çmothered, as will fairly 
appear when I publiÈ the TreatiÇe, which I

have,
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have, as more particularly, drawn up about 
the Scale and UÇe of MuÉck, as therein un-
vieling  that  AbuÇe  or  ObÇcurity!  But  to

return,

   * Viz. If,  as according to Royal David‘s Declara-
tions, as touching his Deliverances, as alÇo of them of 
the IÇraelites out of Egypt, as well as others the Works  
of  Almighty God,  his  DiÇpenÇations,  &c.  and as  with 
PraiÇes, &c. thereupon pertaining, as in the PÇalms, be 
as  Ìill to be had in Rememberance or Veneration, and 
that as by the Words or Lines of the PÇalms to be [as 
now in the New VerÉon] right duly handled, and as 
therein implying, for the moÌ Part, by the going on in 
SucceËion, with proper Portions or DiviÉons of each, 
or any PÇalm in hand, viz. as when as Ço to be done, or  
as Ço to be permitted by the ParÇons, viz. from a Çkilful 
Delivery of the Clerk [meaning, the Çame as then, to be 
as  Ätly choÇen for the PurpoÇe, as it was for a Play-
HouÇe], i.e. if their Dignity [viz. that of the PrieÌs] 
will Ço admit it; ǁ and whenas 
if  not,  they  ought,  and  as 
with a Çuitable Grace [or Af-
Änity  to  the  Tune,  as  well 
as at the Çame Time, by pro-
per Accents,  &c. to enhance 
the  Nature  of  the  PÇalm]  to 
do it themÇelves, but perhaps 
they might think it to be as a 
Thing  almoÌ  repugnant  to 
their  Preaching;  but,  no 
Matter  for  that,  they  ought 
not to think of it Ço, but other-
wiÇe,  and  that  as  truly  be-
coming thereto,  viz.  to  be,  as  it  were,  with  lower 
thought—but higher EÌeem, conÇequently without 
any the leaÌ Pride in the Matter, Ço that as thence ac-
cording to their Drifts [viz. the whole Çacred Drift, 
Scope, or Meaning of each PÇalm] as from their Con-
tents, &c. as the which Contents ought indeed to be, 
and that as to a full Intellegence, at the Head of each 
PÇalm, that Ço the Çame might, as at leaÌ with ReaÇon,

vie

   ǁ  I  Çay  their  Dignity,  not 
thinking the clerk to take any 
of  their  BuÉneÇs  from  oÁ their 
Hands;  notwithÌanding,  Éng-
ing  Men  and  Boys  in  Cathe-
drals  have  Surplices:  But  as  a 
Tenor  to  this,  Dr.  Smith [upon 
our  diÇcourÉng]  Çaid  to  me 
that  they  could  Çend  us  Par-
Çons,  but  where  muÌ we  get 
good  Clerks?  And  indeed,  to 
have  a  good  Clerk,  muÌ in 
great  Part  be  as  a  Gift  of 
Providence,  whenas  the  other 
is  only as  it were from Learn-
ing.
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return, Dr. Smith Çays, that the Voice-Part
of

vie with the MuÉck, and that, as the moÌ highly be-
coming Çuch, that Çame Part of the Divine Service, as therein 
to do, or rather as in other Words, as the moÌ highly 
Ätting for Çuch the higheÌ Part of the Divine Ser-
vice,  and  as  under  the  GoÇpel‘s  DiÇpenÇation  to  be 

handled,  or  Ço  as  to 
be  for  the  better  re-
garded;   † no  Notes 
withal  being  to  be 
played  [or  in  anywiÇe 
to  Çound]  but  what 
the  Voices  Éng,  ex-
cepting  the  OÀave 
below  the  BaÇs;  no 
repugnancy  of  tho-
rough  BaÇs  nonÇenÇe 
to  be  uÇed  in  PÇalm- 
Énging.  I  Çpeak  from 
due Experience, ǁ  and 
if  at  any  Time,  any 
of  the  three  or  four 
Notes,  the  which  the 
Voices  may  Çome-
times  Éng,  cannot  be 
reached  or  touched 
upon the Organ,  Çuch 
an OmiËion would be 
no  Fault  at  all,  be-
cauÇe  the  voices  may 

or can, do Ço well without it; or  if, inÌead of playing 
Ço many Parts, they touch (at leaÌ in the Tenor) all 
the Notes which Voices Çometimes, or in Çome Places 
uÇe,   as  in  their paÚng from one Note to another, 
i.e. to aÀ or do in that Point as according to Nature, 
and as letting the upper Parts be Çung by the Voices 
only, and as when in  them, for a VerÇe or more, as 
beÌ to Çuit the Matter, or ÇubjeÀ Matter in Hand [and 
as to be inÌruÀed before-hand by the Clerk] the Treble 
to be wholly omitted; I Çay in this Manner the Thing 
would be much better, or they might do or aÀ much

better

   †  Not  meaning the lines  of  the 148th 
and 149th  PÇalms; nor  them of  the  latter 
end  of  each  VerÇe  of  the  136th,  to  be 
given  out;  neither  do  we  Éng  the  old 
148th  Tune,  nor  old  113th,  Çuch  Tunes 
beÉdes  Çeveral  others  as  of  old  being 
very  unÇuitable  to  the  PurpoÇe;  neither 
as  farther,  do  we  uÇe  the  100th  PÇalm 
Tune  for  any  PÇalm  but  the  100th, 
having  Tunes  enough  to  Çuit  all  other 
PÇalms,  and  their  MeaÇures,  as  in  the 
New  VerÉon  [and  as  not  over-looking 
therein  the  96th  and  87th,  but  for  which 
PÇalms  to  have  Äne  and  Çuitable  Tunes] 
and  indeed  it  is  Ätting  the  100th  Èould 
have a Tune to itÇelf,  and none can Çuit 
it better than its old Tune, viz. as  when 
Çung eloquently or laudably,  i.e. as when 
at  a  truly  right  or  natural  Pitch,  with 
good  Strength  of  Voices—in  four  Parts 
rightly adapted.

   ǁ  That being  no  other,  as  with  Re-
ÇpeÀ  to  PÇalmody,  and  as  I  have  Çeen 
fairly  tried  by  a  Company  of  good 
Éngers,  that  as  the  Devil‘s  Invention, 
for  they  eÌeemed  it  as  no  better,  as 
being,  with  Regard  to  them,  a  Debar 
to any Beauty in the Matter.
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of  an  Anthem  ought  not  to  be  played
upon

better than to aÁeÀ the making Çuch a Ìrange confuÇed 
noiÇe, Ço foriegn to the matter, as they always do, and 
therefore as in conÇequence 
of  which [or of  the whole  I 
have Èewn] not the SubjeÀ 
to remain, as under DiÇguiÇe, 
a mere Nothing. ǁ but that 
as on the contrary by CuÌom, 
the commendable Matter here 
imply‘d to be rendered fami-
liar,  as  the  Çame,  (viz.  CuÇ-
tom) has done the BadneÇs of 
the Play-HouÇe: For a PÇalm, 
when at Ço low a Degree as 
to be taken or handled as No-
thing, muÌ be Nothing; and 
who can Çay the CaÇe is now 
any  better?  Well  may  the 
Play-houÇe  prevail,  or  even 
the  buzzing  Things  in  the 
Street!  Wherefore  I  Çay,  if 
Çuch as this, or the Contents 
of  this,  be  to  be  regarded 
more than a Play,  then it  is 
certain that the Smothering, 
as here above ÉgniÄed, will 
by my Writing be unvieled: 
But if  the  CaÇe  here  be  not 
reaÇoned aright, then David, 
who  was  a  Type  of  ChriÌ, 
muÌ be inferior to a PrieÌ; 
for as farther, if ChriÌ in the 
Main  contradiÀed  David, 
[viz.as  touching  the  Sub-
Ìance  of  his  PÇalmody,  as 
with  ReÇpeÀ  to  Religion] 
they could not both be as ac-
cording to that Çame Spirit of 
God, which was yeÌerday, to-day, and muÌ be the Çame 
for  ever;  but  as  in  conÇequence,  if  Ço,  the  beÌ  Way

G                                          would

   ǁ  Viz.  As  by  the  taking  for 
Énging [to the PraiÇe and Glory 
of  God]  here  and  there  three 
or  four  VerÇes,  in  a  nonÇenÉcal 
Manner,  as  to  be  without  any 
right  Drift  or  ReaÇon,  and  as 
Ço,  no  Matter  in  what  VerÉon, 
becauÇe,  for  Çuch  a  going  on, 
Dr.  Brady  and  Mr.  Tate  need 
not  to  have  made  a  new  one, 
nor needs any PariÈ (deÄcient 
in  the  Matter)  ever  to  chuÇe 
it,  but  as  Ìill  to  their  Shame 
keep  on;  I  Çay  as  Ìill  to  their 
Shame,  for  it  muÌ  be  certain 
that  Çuch  a  Proceeding  can  for 
the  moÌ  Part  Égnify  nothing, 
Çave  only  for  the  making  a 
NoiÇe,  or  Sham  with  the  Or-
gan,  and  as  thence  putting  as 
it  were  a  Slur  upon  David, 
juÌ as if  a PÇalm, though ever 
Ço  well  handled,  muÌ  or 
could  but  be,  as  with  ReÇpeÀ 
to  a  Sermon,  nothing!  But  as 
notwithÌanding  Çuch  Imperti-
nency,  as  with  Regard  to  the 
Royal  PÇalmiÌ,  it  may  per-
haps  Çerve  [as  according  to  the 
paltry  Meaning  of  Çuch  a 
Drift]  to  make  the  ParÇon  to 
go  up  Çomewhat  more  brisk  or 
cheerful  into  the  Pulpit.  &c. 
and  as  when  it  cannot  be  Çaid, 
that  there  is,  or  can  be  now, 
quite  Ço  much  OccaÉon  here 
for Preaching, as when St. Paul, 
&c.  had  to  convert  the  World 
from  Çuch  HeatheniÇm  as  was 
grown  upon  it,  and  whenas 
the  PraiÉng  of  God  [that  ever-
laÌing  GoÇpel]  is  to  hold  to 
Eternity,  and  according  to  St. 
John,  they  Éng  the  Song  of 
MoÇes  in  Heaven,  as  not  being 
out of FaÈion there.
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upon  the  Organ:  *  But  why  does  he
Çay

would be to give Religion over; but Ìill even from Phi-
loÇophy, God Almighty ought to be praiÇed, or highly 
praiÇed for his Works [yea, aËuredly as from AÌronomy, 
Ìupendous  Works  indeed];  conÇequently  if  David‘s 
Motives and Ways be not ÇuÂcient, Ço as whereby to 
keep up his PraiÇe, there ought as then to be others 
taken: But as in Çuppong it to be (as above) reaÇoned 
aright, then, as in conÇequence of which, was this 
higheÌ Piece of WorÈip, as here advanced, and as 
with proper Tunes and CompoÉtions once to be right 
duly performed in Churches [viz. as with more proper 
taking, or Çuitable CompoÉtions, as well as to be more 
properly uÇed or handled, than as hitherto common in 
Churches, viz. as to be there performed by Çome proper 
Choice of Men in each PariÈ, and that as to their Plea-
Çure  without  any  Salaries,  yea  more  to  their  PleaÇure 
than running about in the Fields, and as with their 
having a proper Loft or Gallery in the Church,—as Çup-
poÇng by a Company of about Äfty young Men Ço Étu-

ated,  not  but  that  Çome  of 
them may be married Men, ǁ 
and  as  to  be  right  duly  in-

ÌruÀed by the Clerk, as I have known, and as whence 
in  the  Whole,  any  one  of  them  would  almoÌ  have 

thought  himÇelf  half  dead, 
if  he  could not  have got   to 
the  Church,  §  and  as  Ço,  to-
gether with Çome Boys for the 
upper  Parts  of  Çuch  Compo-
Étions]  how  wonderfully 
Ìrange  it  will  be!  yea  even 

to where unknown, or accuÌomed thereto, as if  they 
were Barbarians to it! The PÇalms not being as only 
properly adapted to private Meditation or Contempla-
tion, were they, as now, in that Way to be regarded, 
but as, in chief, David made uÇe of their SubjeÀ Drifts, 
and that to the greateÌ advantage, in public Singing; 
and who can, or dare Çay, that there is  no OccaÉon 
for any Çuch Method, or CourÇe, now to be obÇerved 
or  taken,  as  there  was  in  the  Royal  PÇalmiÌ‘s  Days?

But

   §  And  I  am  very  Çure  that
had  there  been  an  Organ,  and 
withal  uÇed in  Çuch a  Manner, 
as  hitherto  uÇed  in  Churches, 
it would have been impoÚble in 
any  of  our  Singers,  ever  for 
that to have been the CaÇe.

   ǁ  And  for  which  PurpoÇe, 
entire, we had a Loft ereÀed.
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Çay Ço? Why, the ReaÇon muÌ be, becauÇe 
he never found it to be rightly in Tune [or to 
agree with what the Voice and Ear wanted it 
to be; I am not Çpeaking here about Pitch], 
whereas I am very Çure it can be Ço, or may be

Ço,

But that as on the contrary, the Drifts of the PÇalms,  
as  with  ReÇpeÀ  to  Singing,  to  lie  under  DiÇguiÇe 
above.  So  now,  as  in  the  Whole,  ought  not  to  be 
asked or conÉdered,   whether it  be  not a  Shame that 
theÇe  Çacred Things Èould not  be  more punÀually 
handled, or better regarded, than what they are as now? 
or whether it was not a Shame that David, &c. ever 
wrote tham at all, viz. as in Behalf of a public Wor-
Èip? as the which latter,  indeed Çeems to be—by the 
ParÇons, tacitly thought to be the CaÇe, or otherwiÇe, 
one would think that better Care would be been taken about 
them, viz. about Çuch divine or Çacred Precepts, yea 
even if leÇs Care was to be taken about a Sermon.

   * Not that I greatly mind what we call an Anthem; 
but  a  PÇalm,  viz.  with  its  Tune  or  CompoÉtion of 
MuÉck properly adapted (not Çuch CompoÉtion as ac-
cording  to  Mr.  Handel‘s  TaÌe,  of  or  for  a  PÇalm-
Tune) and Ço to be pitch‘d, as that exaÀly to Çuit the 
Voices, and Çung in three or four Parts by a Company 
of Singers as above–what a noble Thing it is!    But 
it is to be notiÄed, that a little Bit too high or too low 
in  Pitch,  as  the  1-8th  Part  of  a  larger  Note,  will 
greatly diÇoblige the Voices [viz. more than one would 
imagine]; I Çpeak from the Experience of 20 Years, 
and as with proper inÌrumental Care for Pitching; and 
as in the Çame Time [or long Experience] I  ÌriÀly 
found or conformed [as in the Time of Divine Service, 
or as therein the beÌ to Çuit] that one Tune required to 
be pitched a little flatter or Èarper than another, and as 
when, without Experience, one would have thought 
that the Çame Pitch might have done right well; nay, 
and that any one, the Çame Tune, required to be pitch‘d 
a little flatter in the After-noon than in the Fore-noon: 
But  Ìill,  it  muÌ  be  allowed  that  good  Voices  for

G 2                                     pÇalmody
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Ço, viz. if conÉÌing only of Çuch Stops as may 
be Çaid to be rightly proper for the PurpoÇe, 
[conÇequently,  not Çuch Stops,  or  MuÉck

thereon

Psalmody muÌ have the preference before all other In-
Ìruments; but then [and as here exhibited] they muÌ 

require  to  be  exaÀly  hu-
mour‘d;  ǁ  but  that  is  what 
the  Organ  cannot  do,  Çave 
only  as  in  here  or  there  a 

Tune, and as at now and then a SeaÇon to be excepted, 
and as Ìill  with ÇuppoÉng it  to be exaÀly in Tune 
to itÇelf, or that it would keep Ço exaÀ thereto as to 
what it might be Çet, and that they could also touch or 
play thereon Çuch Notes, and only Çuch Notes, as the 
Voices Éng, or rather as may, to the greateÌ Import-
ance or Enhancement, by them be Çung; and Ço, as we 

had  not  an Organ,  neither  to 
help  us,  not  to  hinder  us,  ǁ 
we had not our Tunes pitch‘d 

according to the Äxed Notes of an Organ, nor of any 
other InÌrument, but as only from an InÌrument whole 
Pitch might be Çet exaÀly to where it was at any Time 
to be required, and the which [as from properly Çmall 
DiviÉons  upon  it]  I  noted,  as  from Experience,  to 

each Tune  reÇpeÀively,  §   in 
order  that  we  might  not,  in 
the  leaÌ,  ever  be  diÇobliged 
on  that  Account,  viz.  by 

being at all either too flat or too Èarp: And here it 
may be worthy Remark, that an OrganiÌ, who was 
out  of  Place,  came on PurpoÇe  to  hear  our  Singing 
on three diÁerent Sundays, and attended the Church both 
Fore-noon and After-noon, and Çaid [or owned] that 
it  was impoÚble for a PÇalm [or the PÇalms]  to be 
Ço well handled by any InÌrumental MuÉck what-
ever, and wondered how the Singers [the which con-
ÉÌed of Plough-men, Shoe-makers, Carpenters, Smiths, 
Taylors, Weavers, &c. and as with Çome Boys, Éng-
ing with their Voices Çmall, for the Treble or higheÌ 
Part, and with only two Boys at full Strength for the

Contra-

   ǁ Not knowing how it might 
be  with  the  Hebrew  MuÉck; 
nor  perhaps  if  we  did,  Èould 
we be therewith content.

   ǁ  Viz.  Not,  as  in the  Main, 
—an Organ inÌead of a PÇalm.

   §  Note,  The  InÌrument 
laid,  in  its  CaÇe  untouch‘d, 
Çave  only  for  just  the  Time  or 
Times of its uÉng.
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thereon  to  be  played,  as  to  be  even  re-
pugnant to the DeÉgn or Nature of  PÇal-
mody  ǁ  but  Ìill  in-
deed to have it exaÀly 
Ço,  nothing  more  nice 
in  the  World  !  *  And 
beÉdes,  as  or  without 
the  Foundation  of  the 
true or perfeÀ Intervals 
of Melody, as here Çpoken of [and as ought 
certainly to be, nay muÌ as in ConÇequence

be,

Contra-Part,  viz.  in Çuch Tunes as  we uÇed Çuch a 
Part] could ever be brought to Çuch PerfeÀion; for the 
ÄrÌ Time he heard them; and upon the very ÄrÌ Note 
he  was  quite  aÌoniÈed:  § 
Now I could inÌance of  other 
Gentlemen  —  Strangers to us, 
beÉdes  this  OrganiÌ,  who 
were  alÇo  taken  with  our 
Singing,  but  I  will  only here 
mention  one,  who,  after  the 
Evening  Service,  was  pleaÇed 
to  give  the  Singers  a  Treat 
and   that  becauÇe   neither 
at St.  Paul‘s,  the  King‘s  Chapel Royal,  nor  at the 
Play-HouÇe, had he ever heard the like, though he had 
oft  Times frequented them Places;  and he alÇo  ad-
mired the Decency of  our  Singers,  all  Ìanding when 
Énging  [facing  the Congregation]  with their  BaËes  in 
the Front, and in the next Pews the Tenors, &c. and 
the Trebles up behind; yea certainly a Äner, or a more 
graceful Sight,  than to Çee our Gentry at the Play-
HouÇe—a Sight never deÉgned by the DiÇpenÇation of 
Providence;  conÇequently,  never  [as  a  Ceremony]  for 
any pretended PÇalmody—there to be Çung in Lent.

   * Each Interval of Melody requiring, if poÚble, to 
be  even  to  a  mathematical  Point  of  ExaÀneÇs,  and

G 3                                          the

    ǁ  No,  Çuch DeÄciency, 
and  as  hath  been  Èewn  in 
more  ReÇpeÀs  than  that, 
Çurely  wanting  as  great  a 
Regularity,  as  was  inÌru-
mentally  wanted  in  the 
MenÇuration  of  Time  for 
the Longitude.

      §  And here it may be no-
tiÄed,  that  nothing  can  be 
more  handÇome  than  for  the 
ParÇon to Éng BaÇs along with 
the Singers (and not to Ét gaz-
ing about him, as  knowing no-
thing of the Matter); neither 
will it hurt or Ìrain his Voice: 
As alÇo, here or there a Man 
in the Congregation who cannot 
Ço well Éng Tenor.
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be the chief, or primary Matter], it would 
have been a Thing quite impoÚble, as with 
ReÇpeÀ to ConÇonancy, ever to have brought 
the reÇpeÀive Bearings [as denominated of 
the  Chords]  to  Çuch  and  Çuch  their  moÌ 
proper or reÇpeÀive DiÌances or Latitudes, 
viz. from each Çuch Ratio, as from which 
reÇpeÀively they may be Çaid to be gene-
rated [or, as unqualiÄed thence to iËue], 
and Ço as whence, not only to become as in 
the ÄrÌ Place,  as  already avouched; true 
Intervals of Melody, but alÇo as at the Çame 
Time, viz. from each, as it were their then 
correÇpondent SeaÇonings to aÁord the moÌ 
lofty, or the moÌ elegant Degrees of Har-
mony; yea Ço I Çay, as touching this latter 
Point, as well as the other, and the which 
as otherwiÇe would never have been poÚble 
ever to have been brought to a true Deci-
Éon! whenas, from the Circumference, Dia-
meter, and Radius of a Circle, that Matter 
is withal undoubtedly, nay I am very Çure 
undeniably, decided, the Chords having as 
thence, or from their Allotement exaÀly as 
thence, [viz. no one reÇpeÀively to be in

the

Çame to  be  from,  or  accordingly  (as  I  will  once 
again aÂrm) to the ReÇult of the Circumference, Dia-
meter, and Radius of a Circle, for I am very Çure that 
no other Points or Stations will truly aÁord a Tune; a 
moÌ Çurprizing,  Ìupendious  Matter  indeed!  ConÇe-
quently Çuch Stops as they call 10ths and 12ths [it tuned 
as they denominate perfeÀ] can have nothing to do with 
PÇalmody, nor rightly with any Thing, Çave only Ço as 
whereby to help the OrganiÌ to make a vaÌ great, con-
fuÇed NoiÇe. 
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the leaÌ Degree either flatter or Èarper than 
as Ço allotted] they have, I Çay, as thence, 
a  much  better  ReliÈ,  or  a  more  lofty 
Warbling,  viz.  in  Tunes  or  LeËons  of 
MuÉck,  than if  they could be had from 
what has been thought would be perfeÀ; 
but Ìill, it is to be underÌood, that, to tune 
an Organ &c, only by the Harmony of the 
Chords,  viz.  as  without  any other  AÚÌ-
ance (and although the common Method 
hither to praÀiÇed) muÌ be quite inÇuÂcient 
for  the  Matter  of  ExaÀneÇs,  or  as  a  Be-
ginning at the wrong End of the Work, and 
that for a want of a more proper Means Ço as 
whereby to Çet out the Steps, or to gauge 
the matters more exaÀly, Énce as thence, 
by a  good Tuner,  and as  without  Çuch a 
proper gauging, all the Chords may Çeem-
ingly be had or obtained to what they ought 
to be, and as when at the Çame Time not 
the true Intervals of Tune; the Intervals of 
Melody being in themÇelves much more nice 
or delicate than the ConÇonances of Har-
mony!  As  for  InÌance  the  5th upon  an 
InÌrument, may, as a Éngle ConÇonance, 
be thought to be very Äne [nay, is indeed 
the moÌ Äne] when there Çet or taken ex-
aÀly as 3 to 2, although Voices never take 
it Ço [nor can ever take it Ço, that being only 
a  fooliÈ  Imagination,  quite  out  of  the 
CourÇe of Nature], and it may be thought 
to be good [viz. upon a Spinet, &c.] when 
any where taken betwixt that and the flat

G 4                   Latitude,
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Latitude, at which it is as only, or as rightly 
to PerfeÀion to be admitted, viz. as with 
regard to its mathematical Point, or Points 
of Melody; and the Çame may be Çaid of 
all the reÌ, i. e. as ÌriÀly touching their 
flat or Èarp Latitudes reÇpeÀively, viz. from 
what has been thought would be perfeÀ 
[could  Çuch have  had their  Admittance]; 
conÇequently, it muÌ be the true Intervals 
of  Tune,  or,  as  in other  Words,  the true 
Ìepp‘d PaËages among the diÁerent Parts of 
Melody [though not to be fathomed by our 
ReaÇon] that gives to Harmony its true or 
FineneÇs  of  ReliÈ,  yea  Ço,  as  well  as  to 
Melody in itÇelf, as in a Éngle Part Tune, 
or Solo; * and as Ço, or that that Èould be 
the  CaÇe,  what  ought  therefore,  as  once 
again, to be Çaid of the Foundation or Ex-
iÌance of the natural Notes, or Intervals of

Melody?

   * A Meat Pie (as here by the by) will not be good,  
truly Çweet, or reliÈing, without Çome Pepper and Salt: 
Nay, in a Peal of Äve Bells, i. e. where there is but one 
5th,  it,  viz.  that  5th,  although  Çeemingly  under  no 
ReÌriÀion of being any otherwiÇe than as what we 
Èould think would be truly perfeÀ, yet will not be 
right  truly  Çweet,  unleÇs  it  be  no  wider,  but  exaÀly 
according to the ReÇult of the Circle as above, as I the 
moÌ ÌriÀly know from Experience, viz. by Çuch Means 
as  by which,  indeed it  was right truly to  be  known; 
conÇequently,  as  even  from  thence  alone,  was  there 
nothing  elÇe,  a  full  Proof  is  had  [as  was  alÇo  by  my 
Apparatus, teÌiÄed by others as well as by me], viz. of 
what wrong Imaginations about the Matter there has 
all  along  been,  or  prevailed,  in  the  World!  the  true 
Foundation of MuÉck being unknown; but, as on the 
contrary, divers Opinions and NonÇenÇe about it.  
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Melody? and to what chief PurpoÇe muÌ 
the Çame, as thence, be Çaid to be?   But 
Dr. Smith Çpeaks of PerfeÀion being in the 
Violin  and Violincello,  as  if  upon them 
[at Random] the InconÌency, as hath been 
Èewn,  could  be  Ço  truly  humoured,  as 
whereby the Chords and Intervals to be ren-
dered perfeÀ [viz. as accordingly to what 
has fooliÈly been Ço Ìyled], whenas, it is 
only  their  Sort  of  Sound [or,  as  in  Part, 
Surge] that is indeed excellent, or even very 
excellent, for concealing of Faults in quick 
MuÉck; a famous Property indeed! And as 
when at the Çame Time [as without Fretts 
duly placed, viz. as according to the Foun-
dation from the Circle as  here advanced, 
and the farther ConÇequence of the Truth 
of the Strings, as to be acquired therefrom, 
and to be correÀed, if or when OccaÉon] 
there can be no real PerfeÀion in them, no 
humouring to be in the CaÇe (excepting as 
when, in a long Note, they hear it wrong, 
and  flip  their  Finger  a  little  to  make  it 
better) for (as above) it is certain, that [as 
well as by the Voice] any one Note what-
ever, when taken in any Tune, ought always 
to be exaÀly at the Çame Pitch as with Re-
ÇpeÀ to the reÌ, or elÇe (and Ìill as above) 
no Scale of MuÉck at all; and it is not poÇ-
Éble, as purÇuant to what has been Çaid, that 
the Fingers can Ìop at all the Çundry Places 
at which they are, or ought at any Time, 
to Ìop, and eÇpecially Ço, as with Regard to

their
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their playing in diÁerent Keys, viz. Ço near 
hardly  as  to  the  20th  Part  of  an  Inch, 
whereas  to  PerfeÀion  much  nearer,  nay 
very much nearer than Ço,  is,  or  muÌ be 
required,  and as  moÌ eÇpecially  on  the 
Violin, where the Strings are but Èort; or 
otherwiÇe, and as chiefly touching any Sort 
of PÇalmody, as an Anthem, &c. there can 
be no Çuch PerfeÀion in them as Dr. Smith 
Çeems, from theÇe Sort of InÌruments, with-
out Fretts, to maintain; * but even without 
any farther to Çay, it is certain that there 
muÌ be greater Faults embraced there, than 
could be put up with on the Organ, Harp-
Échord or  Spinet;  a  famous  QualiÄcation 
indeed in them Sort of InÌruments, as here

above

   * For ÇuppoÉng a PÇalm-Tune [viz. its Tenor and 
BaÇs] to be played Êowly upon them, and never in the 
leaÌ, at any Time, to flip the Finger [or any Finger] 
from where at ÄrÌ Ìopp‘d down, or pitch‘d, what a bad 
Piece  of  Work  would  be  made!  For  even  without 
Fretts, they cannot (as above) right truly Çet their Open 
Notes as 5ths in Tune, a 5th as a Éngle ConÇonance, 
and chiefly upon them InÌruments, being good any 
where, viz. betwixt and including where it is falÇely Çaid 
to be perfeÀ, and the flat Latitude at which in Tunes,  
or LeËons ofMuÉck, it only be as Ço, can be Çaid to be; 
not but that they may Çet them truer [viz. the Open 
Notes as 5ths] than they can always Ìop other Notes 
[the Hand having withal Çometimes a great Way to 
Èift] but I am reaÇoning about PerfeÀion; and towards 
which (the Çaid PerfeÀion) in Tuning by the UÇe of 
Fretts, mathematically placed, and as according to the 
ReÇult of the Circumference, Diameter, &c. of a Circle, 
and thence on CourÇe, or as a very material Matter in the 
AÁair,  the  true  or  certain  DiÌance  of  the  whole

Length
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above advanced! And as very Çurprizing 
on the other Hand, what ought there to be

Çaid

Length  of the Strings, viz. from the Nut to the Fore-
Éde of the Top of the Bridge, to be, as by a Lath or 
Gauge,  the  moÌ ÌriÀly  kept 
or obÇerved ǁ  and as together 
with  Çuch proper  Dentings  or 
Çmall  Lengthenings  reÇpec-
tively  of  the  Strings  into  the 
Nut  [in  the  ÄrÌ  String  ex-
cepted] the whole Length of a thick String not being 
rightly  concerned  in  Çounding  cloÇe  up  to  the  Nut 
[meaning as from the ThickneÇs of the Gut, viz, as 
without notifying when Ìretched, the Wire upon it, as 
in a covered String.] but that a little Bit of it, from its  
StiÁneÇs and lying flat in the Notch, will Ìill as were 
remain at reÌ, or not (as again) be fairly concerned in 
Çounding; but, from the SoftneÇs of the Fingers, that is 
not the CaÇe at the Fretts; I Çay as thus, and as toge-
ther with Captain Bentinck‘s Screws; for indeed with-
out Çuch Screws, Çuch Experiments  on them InÌru-
ments, as I am here about to Çpeak of, could not well be 
tried, whenas, as only then, in the making UÇe of the 
larger Note, or third Frett from the Nut, the Strings in 
the ÄrÌ Place being made correÀ [no eaÇy Matter to be 
done by the MuÉcians, at leaÌ at preÇent, as being as it 
were quite foreign to them; but I am Ìill treating about 
PerfeÀion]  a  Touch  or  Trial  of  the  Èarp  6 th [the 
which, as a Éngle ConÇonance, muÌ be as Èarp as the 
Ear will permit] as alÇo of the 4th [the which muÌ as 
Ìill be Èarper, or as rather, with ReÇpeÀ to ConÇo-
nancy out of Tune, wide or Èarp] will greatly reÀify 
or decide the Matter. viz. about the Open 5 ths, &c. 
nay, as not amiÇs, a Touch of the ÄrÌ and fourth Strings 
with  the  Bow under  the  Strings,  will,  as  a  Èarp  6th, 
[Compound of the OÀave] as Èarp or wide as ever the 
Ear will permit—give Çome ConÄrmation to the Whole; 
nay Çometimes by theÇe, a Çmall Fault, or Faults in the 
Strings,  if  towards,  or  near  the Nut End,  may, when

skilled

   ǁ Now that is not to be done 
by  hauling  the  whole  Bridge 
at  once,  but  as  by  diÇcreetly 
jerking  or  pinching,  at  the 
Bridge, String by String.
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Çaid of the infamous, or monÌrous DiviÉon, 
by the UÇe of  Fretts,  as  now in common

 upon

skilled in the Matter, be diÇcovered; and even as hence, 
it is withal (as farther) ÇuÂciently proved, that what 

Dr. Smith aËerts,  as touching 
the  Scale  of  MuÉck  is  not 
right;  ǁ  for,  in  his  making 
[or  ÇuppoÉng]  the  5th to  be 
wider, and as alÇo [ on CourÇe] 
the  whole  Note  (as  they  call 
it)  wider,  muÌ  as  in  ConÇe-
quence,  Çpoil  the  Èarp  6th, 
becauÇe as thence, it  muÌ be-
come  wider  or  Èarper  than 
what  it  will  bear;  now,  theÇe 

are indeed very material Matters, and that beÉdes the 
other Proofs or Truths which the Fretts will aÁord; 
but  Ìill  as  overlooking all  this,  or  Çuch as  this,  [as 
indeed, heretofore unknown or unthought of, but that 
as on the contrary, being biaËed and prejudiced, through 
falÇe or fooliÈ ConjeÀures, viz. as touching what was 
done, or might be done] theÇe InÌruments, the Violin 
and Violincello [not withÌanding DeÄciency] were, 
and Ìill are Çaid, and as without Fretts, to be perfeÀ; 
whenas  it  muÌ be,  that  Faults  by  their  Voices  are 
cloked or concealed. But here it may be proper to no-
tify, that a Viol [viz. with Éx Strings], to any who 
may have a Capacity to put it in Order, or can be in-
ÌruÀed to know what muÌ belong to that, and conÇe-
quently to keep it Ço, or always to have, or make it Ço, 
will  then  aÁord  [as  in  itÇelf,  and  as  Ço—the  King  of 
InÌruments] the greateÌ Proof of all, of what is the 
real Scale of MuÉck!  although an InÌrument now— 
of low EÌeem, nor was it ever worth any Thing at all, 
for during all the while—the which it was in vogue; 
but I Èall not here treat about its QualiÄcations to the 
PurpoÇe, for that would be, as here too long: But I 
may here notify,  or certify,  that an OrganiÌ, who, 
upon the hearing me play Çome Tunes upon my Viol,

owned

   ǁ But  indeed,  if  a  Man  be 
not  able,  or  cannot  be  highly 
MaÌer in this Concern, viz. Ço 
as  to  make,  and  prove  his 
Strings to be, right, right truly in 
Order,  he  cannot  make  this 
[moÌ  highly  good]  Experi-
ment;  neither  others,  as  be-
longing  to  the  Çame  PurpoÇe, 
and  as  alÇo  to  be,  in  the  ÄrÌ 
Place,  as  the  moÌ  highly  ne-
ceËary.
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upon  the  Guitars?  For  certainly  the  Im-
provement  of  Screw-work for  the  Open-
Notes, cannot in the leaÌ do any thing to-
wards mediating or bettering the BadneÇs of 
the Scale, or RudeneÇs of the DiviÉon there-
upon uÇed! viz. the Çame which was fooliÈ-
ly, and for a long Time, uÇed upon the Viols 
and Lutes, *  but that there muÌ be, as now 
again, as well as were then for all the while, 
—infamous  MaÌers  indeed,  viz.  for  the 
greatly abuÉng of MuÉck; for now, from 
the pretty Voice of the Guitar, viz. in its 
clokeing Çuch StuÁ as can have nothing to 
do  in  the  Matter,  no,  far  from  it,  and 
though in that Point (viz. Clokeing) much 
better than the Viol, &c. could do, yet Ìill 
as with ReÇpeÀ to MuÉck (viz. in the Con-
dition intimated) there can but be as it were 
a Äne Sort of Janglement turned oÁ, for, 
was  a  PÇalm-Tune  or  Anthem  to  be 
played upon it [be Çuch to be notiÄed] the 
Beauty  of  HolineÇs  [as  according  to  the 
Royal PÇalmiÌ] muÌ, in the praiÉng of God 
that Way, be very much defaced, true Me-
lody and Harmony being—both as thence 
ÇacriÄced, viz. to the AbÇurdity from, or by

which

owned that it  Çpoke to  PerfeÀion itÇelf; and whenas, 
without  a  Monochord,  a  Spinet  or  HarpÉchord  can 
give no Çuch Proof to the Matter, viz. of what is the 
true, or real Scale of MuÉck—as the Viol in itÇelf can 
do.

   * Viz.  The OÀave into twelve equal Parts; two 
of which to the whole Note, and one to the Half.
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which the Fretts are placed; and yet to 
this, Ladies of Quality muÌ Éng! But what 
muÌ  they  Éng?  Why  a  Shame  on  them-
Çelves and their MaÌers! becauÇe it can play 
nothing elÇe!—But now to proceed, [the 
laÌ Piece as here above treated, viz. as about 
the Guitar, being as it were almoÌ a DigreÇ-
Éon,  and but  hardly worth Notice,  but  I 
Çay,] it ought certainly, as in a high Degree, 
to  be  remarked,  that  Dr.  Smith‘s  Endea-
vours, whereby to Änd the Bearings of each 
Chord, viz. by the Number of Beats reÇpec-
tively in any given Time, and as thence to 
tune the Organ exaÀly—could be nothing, 
but were pretty much a-kin to the Änding 
the Longitude by the Moon; *   for, as no-
thing to the PurpoÇe could be had that Way, 
Ço in his tuning an Organ, HarpÉchord or 
Spinet, and as not being on the other Hand 
by an accurate Monochord, founded, upon, 
what he calls his own Principle, neither as 
upon that of mine, how could he tell what 
was done, viz. as touching any StriÀneÇs or 
Truth in either of them?  † But as notwith-

Ìanding,

   * Now here it may be proper to notify, that no Beat-
ings are to be heard from a Viol when truly fretted, or 
rightly in Order, no, nor, if you pleaÇe from two Viols, 
playing Êowly a  PÇalm-Tune and its  BaÇs,  viz.  any 
more, or no more, than as from human Voices; but 
indeed,  not  Ço  the CaÇe  with an  Organ,  neither  with 
MuÉcal Forks, but Ìill, not to be enumerated.

   † But a monochord to PerfeÀion, to have been pro-
duced from Cambridge Education, would have been an-
other Thing [viz. Çomething very extraordinary indeed]. 
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Ìanding, whatever UniverÉty Men write or 
do, it muÌ be had in Veneration, as was 
the CaÇe with Mr. Huggens‘s  DiviÉon as 
touching the Scale of MuÉck; *  viz. the 
OÀave into thirty-one equal Parts, whereof 
Äve of which was to go to what they call 
the whole Note, and three to what they call 
the half Note Major, whenas, if an Organ, 
HarpÉchord,  or  Spinet,  was  to  be  tuned 
exaÀly thereto, viz. by a Monochord well 
executed, and truly divided or Çet oÁ upon 
that  Principal,  i.  e.  each  DiviÉon  to  be 
thereupon true to its Place, at leaÌ to the 
200th Part of a Ñô Inch, as ought to be the CaÇe 
with a Monochord, nay muÌ to the Pur-
poÇe be Ço upon my Principle [viz. to Çet oÁ 
with  great  Accuracy  from Logarithmical 
Calculations, and as then together with Çuch 
a String, as muÌ Ìill to the PurpoÇe be re-
quired;  † or was a Viol, &c. to be fretted 
accordingly as here ÉgniÄed, viz. to what

Mr.

   * As likewiÇe in his Cycloid, viz. as with ReÇpeÀ 
to  any  Application of  Çuch his  DemonÌration  to  the 
Pendulum of a Clock, and where it (the Çaid Pendulum) 
muÌ move in the Medium of Air,  and where,  conÇe-
quently, the Draught of the Wheels of a Clock muÌ 
be concerned; and whenas, even without that [or theÇe 
Matters] it could not, for other ReaÇons which I have 
given, be as there—for any Good applied.

   † For here I muÌ notify, or rather certify, that none 
of the common Wire [viz. of the Spinet Wire &c.] 
will do for the String of a Monochord: No. A String 
for a Monochord is indeed Çomething very extraordinary,

and
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Mr.  Huggens  thought  muÌ  be  the  beÌ, 
they would, viz. any or each of them re-
ÇpeÀively, be very confuÇedly out of Tune, 
viz. more Ço by far than what Dr. Smith 
had imagined, and as farther upon his own 
ConjeÀures had made, as he thought, very 
accurate Experiments about; and, as with 
ReÇpeÀ  to  his  Book,  no  Doubt  but  that 
Algebra was made a Tool of, or rather (as 
in its having nothing to do in the Matter) 
a  Fool  of.  viz.  before  he  took  OccaÉon, 
through his  converÉng with  me,  to  alter 
from what he thought he had aÇcertained, 
not meaning that he altered from the Alge-
bra, but only in the Algebra, Ço as the better 
to Çuit  with me; but Ìill  as to his  Expe-
rience or Application thereof to an InÌru-
ment (as already Èewn) there could be no 
Proof,  either  of  his  Principle or  mine,  or 
rather, as in other Words, no Proof at all 
of what he had brought his Principle to, as 
in  CompariÇon,  or  ConÇequence  of  mine! 
And yet to publiÈ upon Çuch a Élly, weak

Foundation,

and of  great  Moment,  and that  as  unknown to  the 
World before! But I Èall not here treat of its Proper-
ties or Faculties; but however, it is very praÀicable to 
be produced, Énce as now, after my DiÇcovery of Çuch 
unimagined Secrets or Faults as would pertain thereto, 
and as not only Ço, but alÇo how to prevent the Çame, 
and render the Matter perfeÀ, it is no great DiÂculty to 
be had [but Ìill, not that every one will do] as is to be 
veriÄed from divers Sorts of Experiments by two Mo-
nochords, truly perfeÀ in other ReÇpeÀs; the old No-
tions  of  a  Monochord  being  even  as  nothing  at  all 
towards the matter.
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Foundation, or inÇuÂcient, uncertain Way 
of trying, as wherein (for ought he could 
prove or aËure to the contrary) mine might 
be taken or aimed at,  inÌead of  what he 
calls his own! O Äe! Infamous Cambridge 
Craft indeed! Such Experience as that, not 
being able to verify the Truth of what he 
thought, or might think, he had brought 
the Alteration of his Book to! * for, from 
his converÉng with me, be his Book what 
it will. or whether it had ever been wrote 
at  all  or  not,  or  whether  he  had ever  Ço 
much as thought about it at all or not, he 
might, from that Way to work, have done 
the very Çame! UniverÉty‘s Ingenuity! Nor 
can any the beÌ Player on the Violin, &c. 
[viz. as without Fretts, or any adjuÌing, or 
correÀing of the Strings as whence to be 
veriÄed] ever as thence know what is the 
real Scale of MuÉck; for Çuppong he could 
Ìop,  or  may  Ìop  exaÀly  to,  or  in  Çuch 
Places as to which his Ear may beÌ like it, 
or even, as exaÀly to what he ought to 
Ìop; yet I Çay, as thence, he can have no 
Mathematical Account of the Proportions or 
Intervals of the Scale, or of what is the Scale

H                                    of

   * But Dr. Smith Çays, that he direÀed Mr. Turner,  
an  OrganiÌ  Ço  as  put  his  Way of  Tuning  in  Exe-
cution, and that he [viz. Mr.Turner] approved of it 
very much: But here, it muÌ certainly be worthy Re-
mark, that it had never been the DoÀor‘s Way, had it 
not been mine ÄrÌ.
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of MuÉck he makes UÇe of: As for InÌance, 
No one, even any the beÌ Player, could ever 
tell whether he played the Èarp 3rd exaÀly 
to what is Çaid would be perfeÀ, or whether 
he played it, as with ReÇpeÀ thereto, a little 
flat or Èarp, in Order that it really Èould 
be Ço; no, no more than what a good Singer 
as by Nature can, and that is as thence or 
thereby—none at all; conÇequently, Çuch a 
Performance can have nothing to do with 
the Application of the real Scale of MuÉck 
to the tuning the Organ, the HarpÉchord, or 
Spinet. Now Mr. Graham never Ço much 
as oÁered to beÇet, beÇpatter, or beÉege my 
Proceedings, after any Çuch Rate or Manner; 
but, as notwithÌanding, Mr. Ludlam could: 
But now, upon my ÄrÌ telling Mr. Graham 
that the DoÀor and I coud not chime in 
right about the Scale of MuÉck, and that I 
believed I had loÌ a good Friend as with 
ReÇpeÀ to the Longitude AÁair, he [viz. 
Mr. Graham] was very much diÇpleaÇed, and 
thought that, inÌead of the DoÀor uÉng 
me ill [viz. as my his taking or Çetting the 
Accuracy  of  my  Labour  as  nothing]  he 
ought, as in an upright, ingenious Man, to 
have been pleaÇed that MuÉck had Ço good 
a Foundation, and Ço as to put an End to 
all DiÇputes and ConjeÀures about the Mat-
ter, and Lord MacclesÄeld alÇo expreËed the 
Çame; however,  I  kept to my Integrity, 
not minding the LoÇs of a Friend, and who

I
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I had Ço great an EÌeem for, and would 
very gladly have had him to have taken the 
Matter [as in its true Light] quite oÁ my 
Hands [viz. before he publiÈed his Book, 
or  as  even  from the  ÄrÌ  Time  we  con-
verÇed about  it]  as  thinking he had both 
more  Time  and  Art  than  I,  viz.  Ço  as 
whereby the more handÇomely to commu-
nicate both it and its  UÇe to the World; 
but  that  he  would  not  do,  as  pretending 
[viz.  after  he  had altered  his  Book]  that 
DemonÌration would not let him, the which, 
as I have Èewn, could be nothing; but as 
I was certainly in the right, and Ìanding to 
my Integrity I loÌ his FriendÈip, and in-
Ìead it was with Tears; * but this is the 
Way of the UniverÉty-Men, they want to 
Çuck the Virtue out of every Body‘s Works, 
and then to call all their own; for through 
me, he [the DoÀor] brought his Scale of 
MuÉck very near to mine, or nearly to the 
Truth, but as in the Main to be taken, 
left a little DiÁerence, that it might be called 
his,  and not mine: Nay, with ReÇpeÀ to 
these Sort of Men [or UnivertÉty Gentlemen] 
I have Çmelled a DeÉgn, of the same Sort or 
Kind,  upon another DiÇcovery of  mine— 
beÉdes this, and that a Çecret as this; and 
the which had never been diÇcovered at all,

H 2                              had

   * Not that he had any great Skill in the Matter 
[viz. of my Machinery] but did me good, nay a great 
deal of good, from what Mr. Graham Çaid of it.
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had it not been through Çome TranÇaÀions 
I had with my third Machine; conÇequently 
as  Ço,  and  as  to  be  very  weighty,  or  Ço 
highly uÇeful a Matter of DiÇcovery as it 
was, and as never to have been known or 
diÇcovered without it, it was therefore Lon-
gitude  enough  for  it,  and  worth  all  the 
Money and Time it coÌ (nay, it was even 
withal, as Çome Requital towards the LoÇs 
or Expence of the other two) viz. my curious 
third Machine;  and the which;  with the 
other  two  large  Machines,  was  the  moÌ 
ÇcandalouÊy ÇacriÄced, viz. by a Novice, as 
at,  or  to  his  PleaÇure  employed—by  the 
Board of Longitude.
   Now, Mr. Graham allowed that his Me-
thods for a nice MenÇuration of Time, were 
inÇuÂcient  as  with  ReÇpeÀ to  mine;  but 
that was far from being the CaÇe with Dr. 
Smith;  he  was  a  ParÇon,  and  they  are 
Ìrange Things !
   And now I think, that the drawing up of 
this Book, and as together with the Draw-
ings and other Writings I Èall leave [and 
eÇpecially them of late] as illuÌrating why 
Time-keeping can indeed be Ço truly had, 
muÌ, if their Virtue can be kindly received 
---be better to the Public than if I had Ä-
niÈed or completed ten Longitude Time-
Keepers;  no  (Lord  Morton‘s)  Chance  to 
take Place in my Proceedings: For, towards 
a Proof of which, Let it be remembered, that

I
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I have Çaid in this Book, that if it pleaÇed 
God to continue my life and Health a little 
longer,  that then, from my laÌ Improve-
ment, I would bring my Watch or Time-
Keeper Ço as to perform to a Second in a 
Fortnight; and now, Énce the drawing up 
of that Part of the Book, I have indeed put 
the major Part, but Ìill not the moÌ nice 
Part thereof, viz. of my laÌ Improvement, 
in execution, not venturing, upon Çerious 
Thought,  to  attempt  the  Whole,  leÌ  I 
Èould not live to Çee it perfeÀed, and I now 
Änd  the  Watch  to  perform  as  above  ex-
preËed,  nay even to nearer  than Ço!  but 
Ìill  no  aÌoniÈing  Matter,  Çave  only  to 
them [or Çuch PhiloÇophers] who cannot be 
able to weigh its ConÌruÀion, or the main 
Points of its Contrivance, and as wherein 
hardly to be influenced, whether any Oil or 
not: But indeed, had I continued under the 
Hands  of  the  rude  CommiÚoners,  this 
Completion, or great AccompliÈment, nei-
ther would, nor could, ever have been ob-
tained; but however, Providence otherwiÇe 
ordered the Matter, and I can now boldly 
Çay, that if the ProviÉon for Heat and Cold 
could properly be in the Balance itÇelf, as it 
is in the Pendulum, the Watch [or my Lon-
gitude Time-Keeper] would then perform 
to a few Seconds in a  Year,  yea,  to Çuch 
PerfeÀion now are imaginary ImpoÚbilities 
conquered; Ço the PrieÌs at Cambridge and

Oxford,
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Oxford, &c. may ceaÇe their PurÇuit in the 
Longitude AÁair, and as otherwiÇe then to 
occupy their Time.
   I will now give Çome Account how the 
real  Scale  of  MuÉck is  indeed  generated 
from the Proportion which the Diameter 
and Radius of a Circle bear reÇpeÀively to 
the Circumference; but as towards which, 
this great, or Çecret DiÇcovery, it is, as in 
the ÄrÌ Place, to be underÌood, that it was 
after I had made Çeveral ÌriÀ Experiments 
of divers, or diverÇe DiviÉons of the OÀave, 
and they as from or by Çuch neceËary, or 
proper Preparations, or AparatuËes to the 
PurpoÇe, as from my other BuÉneÇs I was 
enabled to make: yea, I may boldly Çay as 
thence, from far  more correÀ, or  natural 
QualiÄcations to the PurpoÇe, than any be-
fore me were ever able to make or have, 
[nay, and Ìill  are—as yet the Çame],  and 
that, as Ço at laÌ, I found to my great Sur-
prize, or Admiration [viz. as from the Çame 
StriÀneÇs of Trial of the ReÇult of the Pro-
perties of a Circle, as here above ÇpeciÄed, 
and as with Çuch, the Çame ApparatuËes to 
the  PurpoÇe)  the  real  Foundation  of  the 
Matter  to exiÌ,  or  be,  as  thence,  by the 
Hand  of  Providence  eÌabliÈed:  and  the 
which (as  in  brief)  I  Èall  explain  as  fol-
loweth.
   Let the Ratio of the OÀave, or, as even 
here, as well as below to the PurpoÇe, the

OÀave
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OÀave itÇelf, be repreÇented by the Loga-
rithm of 2 [viz. by ,30103]; and let that 
Çame  Number  be  alÇo  taken  or 
ÇuppoÇed as the Circumference of 
a Circle           -             -              -
   And then, [as in the margin] 
let the Space or Quantity of two 
OÀaves and a Èarp 3rd be taken, 
or be as chiefly, or rather as pri-
marily  to  the  PurpoÇe  notiÄed, 
viz.  when  [as  according  to  my 
DiÇcovery] the Çaid Èarp 3rd is in 
its  moÌ  ÌriÀly  muÉcal  Propor-
tion, and that is as when, with ReÇpeÀ to 
the OÀave the Çame is taken as the Dia-
meter of the Circle [viz. here, as ,09582]: 
For the Proportion which the Circumference 
of the Circle bears to the Diameter (and as 
true enough to this PurpoÇe, as well as to 
others)  is  about  as  3,1416  to  1:  So,  as 
3,1416 is to 1, Ço is ,30103 to ,09582.
   And then, as Äve larger Notes [but not 
with Tones Major and Minor, as hath been 
imagined, and that from of old] and as to-
gether with two of the leËer Notes [as all 
along fooliÈly Ìyled half Notes Major] are, 
or muÌ be, exaÀly contained in the OÀave: 
So therefore, as in taking Half the Diameter 
for the larger Note, viz. ,04791, as I from 
ÌriÀ, or proper Experience, found it to be 
—as an Interval of Melody, right truly plea-
Çant [although, as barely in itÇelf, as well as 
the leËer Note,  nothing to do with Har-

mony],

 
,30103

  2
———
,60206
,09582

———
,69788

———
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mony], and that four 5ths, thence as below 
to be generated [viz.  of  each containing 
,17447],  and as when, as I am Proof Çure, 
to be then in their moÌ ÌriÀly 
muÉcal  Proportion,  will,  as  ac-
cording to Nature, be equal to the 
two OÀaves and Èarp 3rd, and at 
the Çame Time,  as  already inti-
mated, each one of the four 5ths 

will alÇo be as without any Infringement in 
any CaÇe [viz. as with ReÇpeÀ to the Pro-
duÀ of Nature] Ço generated by ÇubÌraÀing 
Äve Times the Radius from the Circumfe-
rence, where will be left Çuch a Quantity 
or Space, as the two leËer Notes muÌ, with 
equal Shares, take up; and that will be 
,06148,  Ço the Half  of  which, viz.  ,03074, 
muÌ be the leËer Note; and the leËer Note 
ÇubtraÀed  from  the  greater  will   leave 
,01717,  properly to be called a Flat or  a 
Sharp [or the DiÁerence of the Notes], and 
not nonÇenÉcally the Half-Note Minor; the 
leËer Note having withal the Çame Autho-
rity to be called a whole Note as what the 
other  has;  but  they  may  reÇpeÀively  or 
properly be Ìyled Tone Major and Tone 
Minor, viz. without meaning the ÄÀitious 
NonÇenÇe  as  of  old:  and  (as  well  under-
Ìood) a 5th muÌ contain three of the larger 
Notes and one of the leËer [viz. as in the 
CaÇe or CaÇes here ,17447].
   But as notwithÌanding, that from what 
is here above, are indeed the real Steps or

Intervals

,17447
4 

———
,69788
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Intervals  of  Tune,  or  of  natural  Melody, 
exaÀly  pointed out,  or  are  to  be  thence 
truly generated [viz. accordingly as they are 
taken by the Voice or by Voices]; Ço there 
muÌ, as in ConÇequence thereof, be alÇo the 
real ConÇonances, or Chords of Natural Har-
mony, truly limited or deÇcribed; nay as 
Ço, in both ReÇpeÀs [viz. as touching both 
Melody  and  Harmony]  I  found,  to  my 
great Surprize, to be conÄrmed upon ÌriÀ 
InÌrumental MuÉck, as I have Èewn above.
   But Ìill (and as has juÌ been intimated) 
that though from what is Èewn above, the 
true Steps of Melody, as alÇo the true Con-
Çonances of natural Harmony, are as touch-
ing them all, or each of them, exaÀly to 
be deÄned,  yet as from thence,  no Ratios 
at all can be Çaid to be (that of the OÀave 
to be excepted), Ço the Çaid Chords, &c. 
muÌ be denominated as they have all along 
been; and, in the Logarithm Way, as here 
to the PurpoÇe the beÌ Way, as the Ratio 
of any Chord is to be had by ÇubÌraÀing 
the Logarithm of the leËer Number from 
that of the greater, Ço therefore, and as only 
proper, viz. as in what is here, as ÄrÌ above 
—may  diÁer  from  Çuch  Ratios,  Ço  each 
Chord, or Interval, muÌ to its ProperneÇs, 
or SweetneÇs of ReliÈ, in Tunes or LeËons 
of MuÉck, be Çaid to have reÇpeÀively Çuch 
and Çuch FlatneÇs or SharpneÇs of Latitude; 
as the 5th to have, ,00162 flat Latitude, the 
4th (its Complement to the OÀave) as much

 I                            Èarp;
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Èarp the  Èarp 3rd to  have  ,00109  flat 
Latitude, the flat 6th as much Èarp; the 
flat  3rd to have ,00053 flat  Lititude, the 
Èarp  6th as  much  Èarp;  and here  I  may 
notify, that the 3rds will bear their flat La-
titudes better than the 6ths will bear their 
Èarp; nay, the 5th will bear its flat Lati-
tude of  ,00162 as  well  or  better  than the 
Èarp 6th its Èarp Latitude of ,00053: But, 
to bear have I Çaid, as touching them all! 
whenas, as when in that, their exaÀly right 
Degrees, they are only as Ço rendered per-
feÀ! I Çpeak from ÌriÀly due Experience 
[viz. from Çuch as no Man before me could 
ever make, nay, and are as Ìill the Çame]; 
and therefore, as each Interval reÇpeÀively 
Ço reÇults from the Properties of a Circle, as 
I have Èewn, they cannot each one, or any 
one, as by a Proof from thence, be Çaid to 
have  a  DefeÀ  of  any  Part  or  Parts  of  a 
fooliÈly feigned nonÇenÉcal Comma; no, 
for this, as here otherwiÇe Èewn, is certainly 
the true EËence of all that can be Çaid of 
the Matter, whatever NonÇenÇe any Book, 
as heretofore in the World may conÉÌ of.
   Now whether my Style of Writing in 
this AÁair, be right proper to the PurpoÇe 
or not, I thought it  muÌ be better than 
that the Contents of this Book Èould be in 
Danger of Êeeping in Oblivion; yea, not-
withÌanding what I had—as verbally com-
municated to the World.

F     I     N     I     S.


